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Kenya Transition Initiative 
 
KTI Grantee Final Activity Report 
 
 
Grant number:  CHXNBO004 
Grantee title:   SMS civic education and poll monitoring 
Grantee name:  Sisi ni Amani Kenya 
 

 
 
Summary of Achievements  
 
Summary of Impact Achieved   
 
 
Community Reception, Reaction  & Subscription 
 
SNA-K received a very positive reception from the community, which embraced 
SMS as a method for promoting peace and civic engagement. Volunteers filled 
out daily forms to document the progress of outreach, including the community 
reaction and challenges they faced (See Appendix B for outreach reports). 
Quotes from their feedback demonstrating the positive reception from the 
community include:  
 

! “The community were very excited about the idea & especially on peace and 
civic education which directly affects them” 

! “They wanted their voices to be heard in Kamukunji”  
! “To be aware of what is going on in Kamukunji; the people of community to 

heard” 
! “That their views can be heard through the Sisi ni Amani and that they really 

appreciate for this to continue for more during the next general election”  
! “Positive response finally; being able to express their views and really be heard”  
! “They were quite enthusiastic; the people were excited about the peace mission 

and the youth were very helpful too”  
! “People were excited that there is someone who cares about peace.” 
! “People were excited on the unique bottom up approach” 
! “Excited; they we happy about how they sisi ni amani Kenya kamukunji is 

closely working with the community they told me its their first time to have 
peaces organization inside community level” 

! “The community really encouraged us to continue with the noble idea and not 
give up”  

! “They cooperated well because they understand the peace movement well and 
they agreed it’s a good way to reach out to people in our district. THUMBS UP.”  

!  “They said it’s a good way of creating peace in the community” 
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In addition, despite challenges described below which meant that SNA-K has 
only been able to message a portion of the subscriber base (a fact which we are 
working to change through permission from CCK, also described below), the 
outreach showed much higher community interest than expected: in less than 
10 days of outreach (because several days were used for event planning for an 
event that did not happen), 6,641 individuals subscribed to the system, a 
significantly higher number than the predicted 5,000 individuals targeted with 
outreach including a community event. The positive community response and 
high levels of subscription demonstrate that SNA-K is fulfilling a need through 
its community-owned SMS service for civic education, amplification of 
grassroots voices, and peace promotion. 
  
SNA-K’s volunteers also reported that politicians were subscribed to the 
number and receiving SMS throughout the campaigns, and they believed that 
this made them behave well, even during the postponement, because they felt 
like someone was watching them. While this is unconfirmed with the major 
political candidates (though two did confirm directly to a volunteer that they 
were subscribed), the fact that people believed that the SMS system had such 
an impact shows the power of having a presence within the community via 
SMS.  
 
It was also evidenced that the politicians believed the SMS system to be a 
powerful tool to influence members of the Kamukunji community, because two 
major politicians contacted our volunteers (who previously worked on 
campaigns in past elections) asking them if they could use the system for their 
personal uses. The volunteers reported this to SNA-K staff, and told the 
politicians that they were campaigning for peace and accountability, not for 
any politician. This also shows that community leaders who have the capacity 
to go either way – either to participate in campaigns for high pay or promote 
peace and good governance – were encouraged via SNA-K to identify more 
strongly with a campaign to promote good governance, accountability, and 
peace than with high paying non-policy-oriented politics. Politicians even went 
to such measures as paying the wife of one of our volunteers a sum of money 
and then calling the volunteer to ask for his assistance. 
 
 
Outreach Model 
 
The SNA-K grassroots-based outreach model was shown to be very effective. 
SNA-K has used this model in previous programming, but not with the funding 
to bring it to the scale of Kamukunji. It is evident that for the SNA-K SMS 
platform, or any SMS platform, person-to-person contact and grassroots 
outreach is key to ensure that individuals understand the system they are 
subscribing to and also to establish organizational credibility and credibility of 
the number. This is exemplified through the high success rate of subscriptions 
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as well as the challenges in confirmation, and through the impact that the 
SNA-K messages had during the by-election postponement, which rested on 
people having trust in the phone number. SNA-K also demonstrated the ability 
of SMS-based surveys to be successful if used with the correct model of on-the-
ground presence to assist people in taking the surveys. In the future, the 
outreach model could be adapted to the surveys, i.e. that outreach strategies 
such as mobilizing religious leaders to advertise the number should be used to 
talk people through survey taking.  
 
 
Civic Education Messaging 
 
The aim of civic education messaging was to inform voters, especially youth, on 
the provisions of Chapters 6&7 of the Constitution and thereby nurture 
dialogue on its implications for selecting leaders in the by-elections and 
fostering subsequent delivery on campaign promises.  
 
SNA-K volunteers created messages at a civic education training that 
culminated with small group message creation (See Appendix C for SMS 
Creation Final Report). The messages mixed general values-oriented messaging 
about what a good leader should be with more technical information on 
qualities espoused by the new Constitution. Messages were sent to SNA-K’s 
subscriber base (See Appendix F for SMS System Report), but the cancellation 
of the by-election makes it difficult to determine if several of the objectives – 
such as whether the SMS impacted peoples’ selection of leaders or ability to 
hold them accountable. At the same time, the SMS received a positive response 
with subscribers replying with their own thoughts and opinions in relation to 
the SMS. This shows that the system was able to generate dialogue and get 
people to think about what makes a good leader. 
 
Feedback from volunteers showed that they perceived the project to have a 
large impact within the community. Volunteers expressed the belief that the 
SMS educated the community on their rights and one what a good leader 
should do. See Appendix I for full results from the volunteers’ evaluation of the 
project. Quotes from the evaluation include, in response to the question of 
whether or not they believed that the SMS sent to the community on good 
leadership had any impact on what people think about good leadership: 
 

! Yes, coz according to the comments people made before and after the 
campaigns, people seemed enlighten than before.  

! Yes, it had positive impact or knowing what their leaders should do. The 
SMS acted as educational mechanism for the citizen. 

! Yes, it made good impact; it made people understand about there 
leadership; In our communities, they didn’t know the role and purpose of a 
good and hardworking leadership 
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! Sisi ni Amani through the SMS sent to the people of Kamukunji enlightened 
the masses of what good leadership is all about. People were heard saying 
they will vote for people who demonstrate good leadership skills. 

! Yes the impact was great to both the youth and the elderly people. Most of 
the youths got empowered through the SMS and which will then be 
enlightened and not to be manipulated by the politicians to cause violence. 

! It had because it encourage people to question their leaders, which in the 
past was unthinkable. In the campaign period the community challenged 
the politician on their values which led to them constant publishing their 
manifestoes. 

 
In addition, the SMS-based survey, in which over 500 subscribers were given 
the opportunity to participate, shows that civic education SMS changed 
perceptions of good leadership among SNA-K’s subscribers. Subscribers texted 
that the SMS from Sisi ni Amani had some of the following impacts on their 
perceptions of good leadership (See Appendix J for full results):  
 
they are educative as they change ones perception in choosing a leader...big ups people! 
I used 2 think a good leader is who has the most voters but now i know i good leader is the 
one who think of the people who voted 4 him not himself. 
Leader who works for the ppl 
On how 2 choose wisely and keep peace. 
Iliteta peace among tha people of kamukunji 
I can now how 2 detect the qualities of a good leader 
I learnt the responsibilities of leaders 
On which qualities a good leader should have. 
CI just realised that we only see the leaders in times of asking for votes  
Now i know a good leader do thngs dat benefit his pple even if  others dnt agree 
I think you doing a good job and that our county will change alot through people god bless 
you 
>by giving me a deeper meaning of qualities of a good leader as opposed to a literal view of 
a good leader as one who campaigns thirly,but a good leader i 
By, acknowledging me what a good-leader is supposed 2 do 4 us and our rights as voters. 
It made me know how 2 make th right decisin an not 2 b swayd by hungry politicians wh 
use us 4 their on intrests 
it has given me some of the basic ideas on how to choose,not only a leader,but a good 
leader. 
I now know the quality of a good leader 
By politically awakening me by showing me the characterics of a good leader 
A good leader doesnt have 2 be rich or bribe all we need in a good leader is actions Un 
development of the society 

 
  
Because of challenges discussed in this report in the Challenges section, SNA-
K was not able to send the number of messages originally planned because 
SMS sending began approximately 2.5 weeks after originally planned.  
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SMS Survey  
 
The aim of the SMS survey was to engage Kenyan voters in presenting their 
priorities, opinions, and questions to potential leaders. The aim was also to, in 
partnership with Bunge la Mwananchi’s forums, create a document to outline 
community priorities that would inform questions from the community to be 
presented to politicians at the debate. Lastly, the system itself was to support 
extensive listenership and participation in the political debate from the 
community.  
 
Over 5,000 Kamukunji community members were given the opportunity to 
participate in SNA-K’s SMS-based survey. The response rate to at least one 
question was approximately 10%, showing a desire of the community to engage 
in the survey and present their opinions to their leaders. The response rate 
decreased after each question, showing that surveys need to be kept short and 
to the point. All respondents were also informed of the political debate, 
including how they could listen on Ghetto Radio. Individuals in attendance at 
the debate had the opportunity to participate in the survey in real time, and 
the most updated results from the survey were used to create three major 
questions to political aspirants at the debate, presenting the community’s top 
three priorities for the politicians to answer to (See Appendix G).  
 
KTN has expressed interest in publicizing the survey results once the by-
election is re-scheduled. The groundwork has been done, and additional 
surveys can be done if interest is generated within the media. SNA-K is also 
exploring additional potential media partnerships to publicize survey results.  
 
SNA-K also produced a Community Needs document (See Appendix H), which 
summarized community needs discussed during the Bunge forums and was 
presented to all political aspirants as a Bunge la Mwananchi document. 
Because of delays in sending the survey, it was decided to wait until more 
survey results came in and then send the survey separately to the politicians 
and generate news coverage. This was to happen the weekend before the by-
election on KTN, but the by-election was postponed. 
 
During the survey, our volunteers went back into the community to see how 
people were responding to the survey, and reported that people who had not 
responded wanted to respond, but did not know how to send SMS (only to 
receive SMS and make phone calls). This shows that the survey generated an 
interest and conversation within the community regarding the survey, but also 
shows the need for grassroots interaction to go hand in hand with survey 
taking.  
 
 
Monitoring System 
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The aim of the monitoring system was to facilitate free and fair elections of 
responsible leaders in the by-elections by observing the electoral process and 
monitoring and reporting hate speech and electoral malpractices. This was to 
be done through an SMS-based monitoring by Bunge la Mwananchi, for which 
SNA-K would set up a monitoring system.  
 
SNA-K set up an SMS-based monitoring system and was responsible for 
reading all incoming reports and creating a response mechanism. The response 
mechanism creation involved creating relationships with key authorities to 
report any signs of tension or electoral malpractice as follows:  
 

1. Signs of violence: to be reported via the National Steering Committee on 
Peace Building and Conflict Management (NSC); less severe signs to the 
local monitor for Kamukunji (Jeremiah Mzee) and more severe signs to a 
higher level official (Peter Mwamachi, PO-EW/ER at the NSC). SNA-K’s 
Director met with all relevant persons from NSC and attended NSC 
events as necessary to cultivate a relationship.  

2. Any severe case of violence: Contact Matilda Sakwa, the DC, or the 
individual she appointed to contact in case she was unreachable; SNA-K 
met with the DC and her appointed individual to create a relationship 
and clear information flow in case of violence. 

3. Bribery, Vote Rigging: To be reported to IIEC, contact made by Bunge la 
Mwananchi. 

4. Hate Speech: To be reported to the NCIC; SNA-K met with Mzalendo 
Kibunja. 

 
During the campaigns, SNA-K did not receive reports from Bunge la 
Mwananchi monitors, save one single report approximately 1.5 weeks before 
the election describing tension between supporters of two main candidates. It 
is suggested that the reason for the lack of reports is that the monitors were 
told to monitor the election itself, which did not occur. SNA-K monitored 
through its SMS system and volunteers, and was able to report signs of tension 
to the NSC directly. 
 
When the by-election was postponed, SNA-K immediately mobilized its own 
network to monitor political reactions and tensions on the ground. SNA-K 
received reports of incorrect information being spread by politicians to their 
campaigns, and was able to report directly to the NSC. SNA-K maintained 
contact with the NSC, IIEC, and DC and her appointed individual throughout 
the confusion that followed the initial postponement in order to ensure a quick 
reaction following any tensions or new information. This demonstrates the 
interest generated in SNA-K’s SMS system as a mechanism for immediate 
response for all three institutions, and SNA-K was able to follow up with IIEC 
to discuss a potential partnership for voter education at whichever point the 

Lisa


Lisa


Lisa
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by-election is rescheduled. The groundwork has thus been established for an 
ongoing partnership between the SMS system and existing entities set to 
monitor elections and tensions that can be used moving forward towards the 
2012 elections.  
 
See Appendix E for additional information on the success of the by-election 
postponement monitoring and reaction.  
 
  
Reaction to By-election Postponement 
 
When the Kamukunji by-election was postponed, SNA-K was able to mobilize 
monitors and communicate with the major institutions as described above, but 
was also able to use SMS in a time of tensions and confusion to bring accurate 
and timely information directly to the people and encourage peace and calm. 
On Friday May 20th when the by-elections were postponed, SNA-K immediately 
sent this message in English and Kiswahili: “Kamukunjians, let us be patient 
and respect the High Court verdict to postpone the by-election. Life goes on. 
Tudumishe amani Kamukunji!” SNA-K continued to send messages promoting 
peace and patience, and sent a message immediately after the IIEC 
announcement later that same weekend. The response from Kamukunji was 
extremely positive, with community members going out of their way to call and 
contact SNA-K Kamukunji volunteers to let them know that the message 
helped keep the area in a “patiently waiting mood” and that it was timely and 
accurate information that came directly to peoples’ phones and helped prevent 
confusion. SNA-K created messages in real-time by drawing upon the expertise 
of its local volunteers and partnerships with the NSC, IIEC, and DC.  
 
SNA-K volunteers perceived the SMS to have a large impact as reported in the 
anonymous evaluation that they completed. Quotes from the survey, in answer 
to the question of whether they thought that the Sisi ni Amani SMS sent to 
alert the community of by-election postponement and encourage peace and 
patience had an impact on levels of tension and confusion in the community 
include:  
 

! The entire community hard [heard or had] to remain calm and keep peace 
through the message which were being sent through you to them 

! Somehow it changed their opinion on MPs and they felt okey apart from the 
close relative of the candidates 

! Yes; The SMS made people to be alert of anything going on and helped 
them to maintain peace in the community; People thought that when by 
election was postponed there will be chaos but the SMS of [Sisi ni] Amani 
Kenya encouraged peace. 

! The SMS helped ease the tension and also reminded the people of 
Kamukunji to remain peaceful until the matter was heard and determined 
by the court.  
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! People were confused when the elections were stoped but when Sisi ni 
Amani announced the postponmant people became contented and abided 
by the info. 

! The SMS had a positive impact on our youths as they sensitized on the 
need for peace. 

! Yes: those who received the SMS shared with “non-clients” [non-
subscribers]. This way, the locals accepted that SMS-approach can truly 
serve the “Common Good.” The SMS toned down hostile feelings and 
pointed to alternatives 

! Yes; Stopped people from being driven by rumors that had no basis. During 
a National Youth Council Forum I overheard a conversation between two 
men saying, “kuna watu wanatumanga sms’s kila siku na wanasaidia 
vijana wenzetu wa area yangu na pia wamama wa udaka kuto mislead 
wakati huu wa confusion mambo hayaeleweki” [“there are people who are 
sending sms every day that are helping our youth in our area and the 
women that gossip to get the facts right so they do not mislead us in this 
time of confusion”] 

! Information is power! An empowered community is free from uncalled-for 
tensions and confusion. The alert SMses were informative (From NSC 
representative). 

 
One respondent to the SMS survey evaluating subscriber perspectives 
commented specifically on the importance of the SMS to provide needed 
information and perspective in a time where frustrations could have led to an 
escalation of tensions or to violence, writing that:  “creatd the impresn that 
even with violnce a court injuction wdnt b overuled,wd b unnecesry n waste of 
resources n energy.i,we had2 b calm n await court process.” (See Appendix J 
for additional information on the SMS survey). 
 
See Appendix E for additional information on by-election postponement.  
 
 
External Condition of Working Closely with Bunge la Mwananchi 
 
SNA-K worked closely with Bunge la Mwananchi to design and implement a 
monitoring system and to survey community members and include their input 
in the debate as described above. In addition, SNA-K produced the Community 
Needs document that was presented to politicians at the debate. SNA-K was 
also asked by Bunge la Mwananchi to assist in creating ground rules for the 
debate and in creating a debate schedule. SNA-K provided a sample of ground 
rules which was used by Bunge to create ground rules, provided additional 
input to improve upon these rules, and worked with Bunge to adapt the debate 
schedule to be shorter and more focused than the original proposition. SNA-K 
also worked to ensure neutral moderation of the debate in order to prevent any 
accusations of partisanship.  
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Challenges and/or Problems Encountered with Activity Implementation: 
  
 
Timeline in Relation to Election 
 
One of the biggest challenges that SNA-K faced was working on a very short 
timeline in relation to the election. The first type of challenge that this posed 
was moving quickly forward with activities and being able to be flexible in 
relation to campaigns and adjust quickly to any issues arising in outreach. One 
major challenge was in securing the contract with the SMS provider, and a 
delay in this contract created a delay in the ability to send SMS and to have 
individuals on the ground subscribe automatically via SMS. Instead, 
individuals signed up on paper and had to later confirm subscriptions via SMS 
(see challenge described below). Secondly, because SMS were not immediately 
sent, community members became suspicious as to whether SNA-K had taken 
their numbers for other purposes. This was fixed with the existing subscriber 
base once SMS were sent, and there was then a positive reaction from 
subscribers who actively interacted with the system.  
 
Additionally, for the same reason, the survey was done through a different SMS 
service (m-Survey) in order to move more quickly, and only one survey with 
multiple questions was able to be sent to the community to rank their priorities 
instead of two. In addition, there was confusion on the ground because of two 
phone numbers (one for m-Survey and one for the regular SMS system), 
especially because it was a last minute decision to use m-Survey when use of 
the SMS system was delayed and a survey system that could aggregate the 
data quickly was needed, so volunteers had not explained this system of two 
numbers to community members. 
 
The second type of challenge relating to timing is that as the election 
approached, people on the ground became suspicious that SNA-K may be 
political. Volunteers reported that some community members thought they 
were campaigning or political, and reported a need for a much higher level of 
presence, awareness, and outreach for SNA-K and for this outreach to begin 
earlier in the electoral cycle. An event was planned to move throughout all 
areas and, through a Road Show, educate the community on SNA-K, do 
outreach for the number and, and specifically emphasize non-partisanship 
through an Emcee. Because of the changes in funding structure required to 
implement this event, funds were not able to be secured in time to hold the 
event and it was postponed twice before being cancelled because the 
Administrative Police said it was too close to the elections and a potential 
security risk because of the high level politicians visiting the area daily.  
 
 
Subscription Confirmation  
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One unanticipated issue was the issue of subscription confirmation. In other 
areas of programming, SNA-K spoke to its Premium Rate Service Provider, who 
approved signing up on paper enough to count as opting in to the system 
legally. However, because of the connection with USAID and Bunge la 
Mwananchi, the PRSP insisted that all subscribers also confirm subscriptions 
via SMS, because there was a higher risk that someone would be threatened by 
our work and try to target the organization based on a technicality, and the 
legislation is not exact on what counts as opting in. This was coupled with the 
fact that the SMS system was not able to be used until several weeks into the 
grant, so outreach took place almost fully on paper and only minimally through 
direct SMS subscription. 
 
Getting community members to confirm their subscriptions was difficult for 
several reasons. Volunteers went back into the community and found that one 
of the biggest barriers is that many people do not know how to SMS – they 
want to receive SMS and can make phone calls, but are confused in terms of 
how to actually send SMS. Many people expressed frustration and said they 
could not confirm but they want to get the messages, and others said they 
already signed up and why should they have to confirm – they just wanted to 
get messages. This shows the interest generated by the system, and the need 
for a better method of subscription, which would be automated but enable 
collection of the detailed information that was collected by paper.  
 
Because of these challenges, SNA-K was only able to SMS approximately 800 of 
the original subscriber base. At the same time, SNA-K initiated meetings with 
the CCK to get special permission for opt in via our current methods. The CCK 
has said that it will be okay for us to have only paper subscriptions so long as 
we submit a set of paperwork which is currently in progress and will be 
submitted immediately so that we can SMS the full subscriber base 6,641 
subscribers with ongoing civic education and elections-related messaging once 
the by-election is rescheduled.  
 
 
By-election postponement 
 
A final challenge was that the by-election was postponed. This creates 
problems in assessing the impact of the civic education programming, and also 
created a need to be very flexible on the ground to create additional civic 
education. SNA-K was able to act quickly by mobilizing networks and partners 
for SMS creation in reaction to by-election postponement as described above. 
In addition, SNA-K received a grant extension and change in scope of the grant 
in order to conduct a workshop for creation of civic education SMS to be sent 
in the coming months as the by-election is ruled on and in order to maintain 
trust and the subscriber base until the by-election itself.  
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Lessons Learned 
 
Importance of Long-term Programming for Community Ownership & Trust 
 
Long-term presence in a community is crucial to the ability to gain community 
ownership and trust. Grassroots individuals are accustomed to “briefcase” 
organizations, which they perceive as taking advantage of key events (such as 
elections) to do programs and make money. They are often distrustful of such 
organizations, but participate if there is money involved. In order to be 
successful with SMS-based programming, long-term programming that 
demonstrates a commitment to the community and creates an ongoing SMS-
based relationship is necessary for the establishment of trust. In addition, 
working through existing community leaders is a key strategy to gain the trust 
of the community and ensure that message content is relevant and also 
understandable to the general community.  
 
An additional reason that long-term programming is crucial in relation to 
campaigns is that if outreach takes place too close to a campaign without prior 
awareness in the community about the individual or campaign, outreach 
efforts and the project as a whole may be confused with campaigns or believed 
to be political.  
 
 
Flexibility is Key 
 
Events on the ground change constantly in Kenya, especially when it comes to 
politics and political contestation. It is key to be able to adapt programming 
efficiently to accommodate these changes. SNA-K experienced challenges in 
adapting programs quickly enough to match changes on the ground or new 
challenges that arose (i.e. suspicions about the phone number as it got closer 
to the elections), and would note that it is key to figure out ways to be flexible 
very quickly to adapt to all changes that may occur.  
 
 
Grassroots Outreach Model for Subscription and Surveys is Key  
 
SNA-K’s experience demonstrates that grassroots person-to-person outreach 
works, especially when done, as SNA-K does in its methodology, through 
established community leaders and organizations that already hold the trust of 
the community. While a model for actually getting subscriptions could be more 
effective than paper, the community-level communication and outreach is key 
both for outreach and to assist communities in understanding how to take 
SMS-based survey, which have the power to give individual voice to thousands 
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of community members, but still need hands-on guidance in order to be 
understood and carried out by community members. 

 
 
Effectiveness of SMS & Importance of Establishing Credibility 
 
SNA-K’s experience in Kamukunji demonstrates the ability of SMS to act as an 
efficient and effective tool for civic education, civic engagement, and to update 
communities and prevent confusion and rumors in times of political 
uncertainty. Anecdotal evidence demonstrates the power of information to 
impact people, and the effectiveness of a new methodology to reach citizens and 
give them a voice.  
 
The SNA-K model and experience shows the importance of establishing 
credibility within the community in order for SMS to be effective. SNA-K’s SMS 
regarding by-election postponement would not have been received as a valid 
source of information if people did not know that their community leaders were 
behind the number and if the number hadn’t established credibility. It is thus 
crucial that technology be paired with person-to-person interactions that 
generate trust and understanding.  
 
 
Recommendations for Future Activities and Implementation 
 
 
SMS as a New & Effective Tool for Civic Education & Participation 
 
SMS is a strong tool for civic education, participation, and maintaining 
patience, calm, and peace in times of tensions and violence. Information via 
SMS is efficient and reaches individuals directly, and if the source is 
considered credible, can have a large impact within the society. Activities 
should continue to leverage this tool, but be careful in doing so not to depend 
solely on the community and to work through existing leaders to set up 
systems, get subscribers, and generate content. This relationship must be long-
term in order to create the trust and buy-in needed to be successful (see 
below).  

 
 
Work Long-term 
 
As outlined in the above Lessons Learned section, in the future, it is very 
important to establish within the community over a long period of time. This 
allows time to gain familiarity and trust within the community, make the 
organization behind the number well known, establish a presence as a non-
“briefcase organization,” and create community ownership and buy-in from 
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local leaders. In addition, starting long before a major event such as an election 
reduces suspicion of an activity or organization being political, and increases 
credibility.  
 
 
Technology Working Closely with Grassroots Presence & Community Ownership 
 
Technology must go hand in hand with grassroots person-to-person contact, so 
that community members can understand new tools and how to use them. In 
addition, local leaders should be brought on board to help shape the 
technology to be locally relevant, create the content, and involve the 
community.  

 
 
Follow-on Activities Planned  
 
Volunteers unanimously wished to stay involved with SNA-K in the future, and 
thought that it should continue in the community (See Appendix I for full 
results). SNA-K will continue programming in Kamukunji in the following ways. 
 
Civic Education 
 
SNA-K’s final workshop under this grant created SMS to last 6 months 
minimum, to be sent one to two times per week, providing civic education on 
the new constitution and good leadership. Pending final approval from CCK, 
these messages shall be sent to all 6,641 subscribers. The remaining SMS 
purchased by Chemonics will be used to send these civic education SMS – 
messages will be sent for as long as there is still SMS credit.  
 
 
By-election Programming to Continue 
 
At whichever point the by-election is scheduled, SNA-K will use the network of 
volunteers and collaboration with government institutions to monitor through 
its network and send the SMS as planned under this grant regarding good 
leadership and getting out the vote.  
 
 
Ongoing Partnership Building with IIEC for By-election  
 
SNA-K continues to develop its relationship with the IIEC, especially as much 
voter education and community updating to prevent confusion will be needed 
whenever the by-election is scheduled to occur. SNA-K is in discussions with 
IIEC proposing that it will provide updates and voter education to its network 
in partnership with IIEC. 
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Planned (Original Targets) vs. Final Actual Indicator Data 
 

Indicators: Please fill out only those 
indicators applicable to your project.   

Original Estimated 
Target # 

Final Actual 
Data 

 
Details/Explanation 
of Indicators 

Number of individuals to 
subscribe and receive SMS 5000 

>6,641 signed 
up, 714 
received SMS 

See report for 
explanation of 
subscription 
confirmation and 
current process 
with CCK 

Number of messages sent  30 17 

Not as many 
because SMS 
started late & by-
elections were 
postponed 
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APPENDICES INCLUDED 
 
APPENDIX A: Meetings/focus groups: Outreach Design & May 20th 
workshop to create additional SMS 
 
APPENDIX B: Outreach Reports  
 
APPENDIX C: SMS Creation Final Report & New Civic Education SMS 
Creation Report (reports include descriptions of trainings held for 
message creation) 
 
APPENDIX D: Programming in Pictures  
 
APPENDIX E: Success Stories   

 
APPENDIX F: SMS System Report   
 
APPENDIX G: M-Survey Community Needs Survey Final Results  
 
APPENDIX H: Community Needs Assessment Document (presented at 
debate)  
 
APPENDIX I: Volunteer Evaluation results  
 
APPENDIX J: M-Survey SMS Evaluation Results  
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Outreach Volunteer Feedback, Kamukunji 
April 18th – April 24th  
Note: for some days, certain area reports are missing because of illegibility of reports and 
verbal check-ins. Answers are copied exactly. 

 
 
 

MONDAY, APRIL 18th 
 
 
What did the team do & where?  
 
Uhuru:  

! I visited several residential houses and business premises in Uhuru estate Phase I, 
at the car parking/car wash opposite the shopping centre  

! Sensitization and collection of mobile phone numbers. At buruburu city carton  
 
Shauri Moyo/Muthurwa:  

! Kamukunji youth mobilization at Kamukunji grounds  
 
Pumwani:  

! The team collected the mobile phone numbers in Pumwani ward around Sofia, 
Mashimoni and Majengo areas 

 
Eastleigh Airbase:  

! We mobilized the airbase residents from dispensaries and other health institutions 
! Visited health facilities and on the way to the facilities we met with our neighbors 

 
Bahati/Kimathi:  

! We visited carious youth groups in Bahati/kimathi 
! Visited various youth groups in bahati area 

 
Eastleigh North:   

! We went to Jam street and conduct and persued people about their right as voters 
and they accepted peacefully 

! Youth mobilization, KKV; Kamukunji grounds (is this actually Shauri Moyo?) 
! The team collected the data at Eastleigh North location at a place called Jamstreet 

 
Eastleigh South:  

! We collected data in Eastleigh Sec 3 
 
 
 
What went well?  
 
Uhuru:  
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! Most of the people liked the idea an were very cooperative 
! The process of explaining was understood easily  

 
Shauri Moyo/Muthurwa:  

! Some appreciated our work in their working places 
 
Pumwani:  

! A good number of people around these areas appreciated our work since we 
managed to explain to them clearly. The approach that we used was one of a kind, 
a good one, we must say. We also had a good public relations.  

 
Eastleigh Airbase:  

! The mobilization and creation of awareness to the Kamukunji Residents 
! Response even from the staffs of the facility  

 
Bahati/Kimathi:  

! Most of the youth group we interacted/most of them are educated they understand 
well; they were more energetic to ask questions about the organization/initiative 

! They cooperated well because they understand the peace movement well and they 
agreed it’s a good way to reach out to people in our district. THUMBS UP.  

 
Eastleigh North:   

! The old people are very good to socialized and they are not suspicious about this 
civic education compared to the teenagers 

! Some appreciative of our work an (cuts off) (is this actually Shauri Moyo?) 
! The community were very cooperative after explaining to them the main aim of 

the activity 
 
Eastleigh South:  

! The respondent responded well 
 
 
What could go better next time?  
 
Uhuru:  

! The residence should be informed first about the organization and its objectives 
before conducting the actual data collection 

! T-shirts and caps can do better for easy identification  
 
Shauri Moyo/Muthurwa:  

! The distribution of flyers to create awareness something going on in their areas 
 
Pumwani:  

! Left blank 
 
Eastleigh Airbase:  
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! The community’s response to advice on politics 
! If there was stickers and brouinshowres (brochures)  

 
Bahati/Kimathi:  

! People to be punctual on time 
! Time conciousness 

 
Eastleigh North:   

! If we could have identification so that they could easily identify us volunteers 
! Distribution of flyers; create awareness (is this actually Shauri Moyo?) 
! Awareness and sensitsation through the local media, chief, barazas needs to be 

harnassed so as to reach out to a more larger audience  
 
Eastleigh South:  

! Awareness creation so as to minimize the time taken to interview one person 
 
 
 
What response did you get from the community? What were people excited about 
and what problems arose?  
 
Uhuru:  

! The residents were very cooperative; they liked the idea; some residents were 
curious and asked for identification 

! They are eager to be educated on the constitution; it’s free of charge; we are being 
confused with government officer   

 
Shauri Moyo/Muthurwa:  

! Changes should be taken with immediate effect as possible; excitement was about 
take their phone (Most); some wanted TKK so that their could give their details 

 
Pumwani:  

! The people said that this should be the watch dog of the empty promises given out 
by politcians. Some suggested that Sisi ni Amani Kenya should avoid corruption 
completely by politicians. The challenges were: 

o Some people felt unsecured and denied us their contacts 
o Some were expecting “kitu kidogo”  
o There was misunderstanding since we had inadequate identification. Some 

are illiterate  
 
Eastleigh Airbase:  

! They were quite enthusiastic; the people were excited about the peace mission and 
the youth were very helpful too  

! Some of them were even requesting of some money to give their numbers  
 
Bahati/Kimathi:  
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! They said it’s a good way of creating peace in the community; if there’s a way 

that they will be able to link with their leader “MP”; problems: some of them 
refused to give us mobile numbers coz of security reasons  

! They all come to a conclusion in their own ways and agreed that it’s a good way 
to inform them and the vice versa; that they will be informed on what’s happening 
in other areas in kamukunji; they constantly asked if there is any hidden agenda to 
emerge latter on that will cause them trouble via their phone numbers; others were 
kind of rude reluctant had to repeatedly explain but finally they gave in  

 
Eastleigh North:   

! Some said that they don’t care even voting because the leaders they vote for are 
not accountable of their duty while others were excited about the election and 
hopefully they will vote for their leaders 

! Change should be taken with immediate effect; taking their phone numbers; some 
wanted T.K.K. (is this actually Shauri Moyo?) 

! The community really encouraged us to continue with the noble idea and not give 
up  

 
Eastleigh South:  

! Receiving SMS on peace  
 
 
 
 
 

TUESDAY, APRIL 19th 

 

What did the team do & where?  
 
Uhuru:  

! Uhuru shopping centre and the environs 
! Collection of mobile phone numbers At buruburu city carton mwisho ya mtarish 

 
Shauri Moyo/Muthurwa:  

! We went to Catholic Church and disabled group; we talked to church members if 
they will take forms 

! Catholic Church disable group. Talk to church members to know if we can 
distribute forms. 

 
Pumwani:  

! The team went to severals places today such as Digo, rorie areas. The team 
collected the phone numbers in these places 

 
Eastleigh Airbase:  

! We went to stalls, vendors, and business centres 
! Visiting vendors and hawkers 
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Bahati/Kimathi:  

! We visited bahati rehabilitation centre at bahati/kimathi ward  
! We visited the bahati rehabilitation center and explained our visitation purpose  

 
Eastleigh North:   

! The team collected the phone numbers from the businesspeople and the residents 
as well. We were at Mancastopa (?) along Eastleigh 1st Avenue Eastleigh 

! The team went to Marie Stopes area where we met with different such as 
residential people, traders, and it was a good day for our work 

 
Eastleigh South:  

! Collected data in Biafra and Kinyago 
 
 
What went well?  
 
Uhuru:  

! People were cooperative; people asked for identification  
! Everything 

  
Shauri Moyo/Muthurwa:  

! Some clients accepted our forms to fill in for us  
! When they accepted to take our forms 

 
Pumwani:  

! A good number turned up  
 
Eastleigh Airbase:  

! The people understanding and response 
! Not so bad 

 
Bahati/Kimathi:  

! Most the guys we explained to them about the initiative and they cooperated well 
! They cooperated and we were able to get their mobile phone numbers  

 
Eastleigh North:   

! The respondents were very cooperative and they received us good heartedly  
! After explain the aim of the project for different they tend to see it as a good work 

and give their phones without suspicion 
 
Eastleigh South:  

! Participants responded well  
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What could go better next time?  
 
Uhuru:  

! We are given badges 
! Improve on identification 

 
Shauri Moyo/Muthurwa:  

! If we can add members so that we can cover all areas 
! If we could add some members 

 
Pumwani:  

! By use other means e.g. posters and other modes of sensitization  
 
Eastleigh Airbase:  

! ____________________ (just a line, nothing written) 
! I wish we had tags for identification  

 
Bahati/Kimathi:  

! They tolds if we could hold workshop next time in order to educate them more 
about kamukunji  

! The next time we visit we should be equipped with informative materials e.g. 
brochures, newsletters and the likes  

 
Eastleigh North:   

! Awareness and sensitization through the local leaders, opinion shopers (?), etc. 
! If we increase our communication with public and explain it well the mission of 

the this work, which is free from political support 
  
Eastleigh South:  

! Informing participants beforehand 
 
 
 
What response did you get from the community? What were people excited about 
and what problems arose?  
 
Uhuru:  

! People welcomed the idea 
! They are glad that someone somewhere is thinking about their welfare. The 

benefit part of it. 
 
Shauri Moyo/Muthurwa:  

! They wanted their voices to be heard in Kamukunji; Takin their phone numbers  
! To be aware of what is going on in Kamukunji; the people of community to hard 

 
Pumwani:  
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! That their views can be had through the Sisi ni Amani and that they really 

appreciate for this to continue for more during the next general election  
 
Eastleigh Airbase:  

! People are concerned about the county council and their tools of trade taken 
without consideration  

! Some of them thought we were affiliated to a political party  
 
Bahati/Kimathi:  

! Good work because of educating Kamukunji residents; excellent idea; language 
barrier  

! Positive response finally; being able to express their views and really be heard; 
the aftermath after giving out their numbers if they would be followed with any 
sort of trouble  

 
Eastleigh North:   

! The community were very excited about the idea & especially on peace and civic 
education which directly affects them; there were also some fears/misconception 
that one might be charged for receiving an SMS, however this was clarified  

! If people are asked their phone numbers without proper explanation then they will 
arise their eyebrows and say we have enough peace right now!  

 
Eastleigh South:  

! People were excited that there is someone who cares about peace. Some claimed 
that there is the risk of being called by the “red (??) number” – We displaced that 
fear 

 
 
 
 

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 20th 

 

What did the team do & where?  
 
Uhuru:  

! I was at Jerusalem car park and the environs 
 
Shauri Moyo/Muthurwa:  

!   
 
Pumwani:  

! Visited St. corners; visited green team Nbi 
 
Eastleigh Airbase:  

! We asked drivers, passengers, conductors their numbers and explained but all 
preferred to be recorded as businessmen and not their professions. We met the 
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informal sector’s chairlady Amina Yusuf and she gave us member names and 
promised to inform them and get back to us  

 
Bahati/Kimathi:  

! Collect phone number while explaining to them why we are doing so at Bahati 
shopping center 

! We collected contacts at Bahati/kimathi shopping centre 
 
Eastleigh North:   

! The team worked at Garissa Lodge, collecting phone numbers from the locals 
 
Eastleigh South:  

! Visited Mutarakwa, Kiambiu, California, and Kinyago/Kanuku 
! Mobilization of community and making them understand what is ‘peace’ and how 

empowering understand peace and learn living together harmonius  
 
 
What went well?  
 
Uhuru:  

! People were optimistic  
 
 
Pumwani:  

! People were cooperative; some even with that this should be conducted in every 
constituency and during general election 

 
Eastleigh Airbase:  

! The peoples’ admission to give us their numbers and co-operation 
 
Bahati/Kimathi:  

! We were at least able to get some numbers even if just a few 
! Some of them co-operated while others didn’t  

 
Eastleigh North:   

! The community was very cooperative and willing to give us their numbers after 
clarifying that it was about peace and civic education in relation to the May 23rd 
by election 

 
Eastleigh South:  

! I got respondents  
! I meted a group of matatu tauts and make them understand what is good for them 

in terms of peace 
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What could go better next time?  
 
Uhuru:  

! More publicity before the actual data collection  
 
Shauri Moyo/Muthurwa:  

!   
 
Pumwani:  

! People be given more time  
 
Eastleigh Airbase:  

! Left blank 
 
Bahati/Kimathi:  

! Sensitization 
! Sensitization  

 
Eastleigh North:   

! It would be prudent if the volunteers can be provided with a t-shirt and an 
identification tag to supplement their introduction letter 

 
Eastleigh South:  

! Response from some of the respondent  
! Arranging of workshop within the ward level and making group decisions about 

peaces 
 
 
 
What response did you get from the community? What were people excited about 
and what problems arose?  
 
Uhuru:  

! Many people were not around since they had gone for the PNU nominations  
 
Shauri Moyo/Muthurwa:  

!   
 
Pumwani:  

! Most people appreciated the good work done by Sisi ni Amani Kenya; some 
people also complained about the current government for not empowering people 
in the communities  

 
Eastleigh Airbase:  

! They were excited about voting during the by elections and starting a better 
Kamukunji 
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Bahati/Kimathi:  

! Some cooperated others were rude; Sisi ni Amani Kenya was preaching peace; 
Others were reluctant while others refused to give out their contants because of 
today’s PNU delegation as they thought the project was just to “sugar coat” the 
parties interests even after over and over repeating the true projects initiative  

! Some of them responded well while other did not (arrogant); some were excited 
because it is an initiative of peace where else the organization is involving people 
directly by sending the peace messages and giving opportunity to share with 
others; some of them thought it was political  

 
Eastleigh North:   

! Generally the mood on the ground was good apart from a few people who needed 
an in depth explanation about the program 

 
Eastleigh South:  

! People were excited on the unique bottom up approach, some people were 
suspicious  

! Excited; they we happy about how they sisi ni amani Kenya kamukunji is closely 
working with the community they told me its their first time to have peaces 
organization inside community level; problems arose: people are not give their 
phone number without so many questions but I also make them understands  

 
 
 
 

THURSDAY, APRIL 21st  
 

What did the team do & where?  
 
Uhuru:  

! I collected the numbers from residents of Uhuru Phase IV 
 
Shauri Moyo/Muthurwa:  

!  Went to talk to the deligate at bomus 
 
Pumwani:  

! We went to Sophia; we gathered phone numbers and other details which were 
necessary to our work 

 
Eastleigh Airbase:  

! We spoke to drivers, conductors who preferred their professions private; we also 
visited church elders and shared our ideas with them and they promised to deliver 
the message 

! We went to the mosque and a church 
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Bahati/Kimathi:  

! Collect contacts from business people within Bahati business joints 
 
Eastleigh North:   

! The team was at St Teresas Church and around North Eastleigh Primary School 
 
Eastleigh South:  

! We work in E South ward Kamukunji Constituency we spread the word and peace 
and reconciliation between the community in Eastleigh South Ward 

 
 
 
What went well?  
 
Uhuru:  

! People were very cooperative 
 
 
Shauri Moyo/Muthurwa 

! The people accepted but were from different places but are in Kamukunji 
 
Pumwani:  

! People were eager to know our work and they were able to give us condusive 
environment to work smoothly; some of them assisted us in collecting and getting 
for us contacts and the necessary details 

 
Eastleigh Airbase:  

! The peoples’ response to our ideas 
! They gave us the addresses 

 
Bahati/Kimathi:  

! The few people they were in their joint cooperated well 
 
Eastleigh North:   

! The respondents was very cooperative 
 
Eastleigh South:  

! It’s good that people are now get well how bad is to fight one another and move 
as brother and sister 

 
 
 
What could go better next time?  
 
Uhuru:  
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! More publicity about the organization and its objectives prior to actual data 

collection 
 
Shauri Moyo/Muthurwa:  

!  To have badges and tshirt for introductions 
 
Pumwani:  

! Next time the volunteers should be given enough allowance. Otherwise so far so 
good. 

 
Eastleigh Airbase:  

! No response 
! They are concerned of the date of their phone number what GARRIANTE [? 

Guarantee?] 
 
Bahati/Kimathi:  

! Sensitization 
 
Eastleigh North:   

! Awareness 
 
Eastleigh South:  

! It’s good to take people for workshop in ward level 
 
 
 
What response did you get from the community? What were people excited about 
and what problems arose?  
 
Uhuru:  

! People liked the idea; people were very optimistic; identification 
 
Shauri Moyo/Muthurwa:  

! To feed back their voices to be heard   
 
Pumwani:  

! They had a positive mindset of what Sisi ni Amani ina try kufanya yani kelimisha 
watu kuhusu uongozi bura, maendeleo, na ufisadi; they congratulated us 

!  
Eastleigh Airbase:  

! They were quite enthusiastic about bringing peace to Kamukunji as a whole 
! We did not wait for one  

 
Bahati/Kimathi:  

! They requested that next time there is such a project they be sensitized first; 
identification to the people 
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Eastleigh North:   

! The response was good 
 
Eastleigh South:  

! Problem arose: People are afraid to give out their number because they told us we 
were been paid by the organization and now taken their number for misuse and 
further making money; Excellent: Peole are ecited about how we’re socializing 
with them 

 
 
 
 

FRIDAY, APRIL 22nd  
 
What did the team do & where?  
 
Uhuru:  

! Jerusalem and the environs 
 
Pumwani:  

! Digo, Toilet no 37 
 
Bahati/Kimathi:  

! We collected numbers at Bahati/Kimathi health centers 
 
Eastleigh North:   

! The team went to st teresa where we met resident and business people 
 
Eastleigh South:  

! Interview touts and drivers on Route number 4 Eastleigh 
 
 
What went well?  
 
Uhuru:  

! I gave the forms to an mpesa agent, a cyber café and a video library for the 
owners to collect the numbers on my behalf since people wanted money 

 
Pumwani:  

! We managed to get some numbers and spread the message to the youths along 
digo area and some other places 

 
 
Bahati/Kimathi:  

! The people we talked to were cooperative and they liked the initiative 
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Eastleigh North:   

! The project flowed very well 
 
Eastleigh South:  

! They had optimistic on maintenance of peace during and after elections 
 
 
 
What could go better next time?  
 
Uhuru:  

! More awareness  
 
Pumwani:  

! People requested for more awareness through the print media and radios. Also 
many youths requested sensitization to be more often 

 
Bahati/Kimathi:  

! To make the initiative long-term 
 
Eastleigh North:   

! If the peope are aware of the project through radio and activities 
 
Eastleigh South:  

! Response 
 
 
 
What response did you get from the community? What were people excited about 
and what problems arose?  
 
Uhuru:  

! The people all wanted financial bribes so as to give out their numbers; people 
were very doubting since it was just a day after the by-elections  

 
Pumwani:  

! The community was very happy to enlightened about their rights and voting 
rights; Response: more forums to be conducted regularly and peace message be 
spread all over Kenya  

 
Bahati/Kimathi:  

! Some people were cooperative and liked the initiative, some had doubts; They 
were excited about the initiative of sending them peace SMS on their mobile 
phone because it will reach people directly; the problems which arose were 1) 
some were asking what they will get in return; 2) some thought it is political 
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Eastleigh North:   

! Some say they don’t have cell phone at all; people are excited when peace suect is 
talket about it 

 
Eastleigh South:  

! No answer 
 

 
SATURDAY, APRIL 23rd  

 

What did the team do & where?  
 
Shauri Moyo/Muthurwa:  

!  Catholic Church, Seventh Day, Church Shaurimoyo, Shaurimoyo Baptist church 
! Catholic Church, Seventh Day, Baptist church  

 
Pumwani:  

! Collection of phone nos from the Pumwani areas; saloons, peer educators club 
(youth group) 

 
Eastleigh Airbase:  

! Video shows and sport grounds 
 
Eastleigh North:   

! The team conduct a wide civic education in Garissa lodget Block A & respondant 
was fine 

 
 
What went well?  
 
Pumwani:  

! They were optimistic about our work and so they cooperated with us and offer the 
necessary details, phone no, gender, occupation, n.l [?] extra 

 
Eastleigh Airbase:  

! All was well 
 
Shauri Moyo/Muthurwa: 

! Residents accept to give their mobile phone 
! Accepted by society 

 
Eastleigh North:   

! How people reacted was well when asked their cellphones 
 
Eastleigh South:  
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What could go better next time?  
 
Shauri Moyo/Muthurwa:  

!  If we could be given flyer to alert them 
! To be given identity card and flyers to alert them more 

 
Pumwani:  

! Provision of more awareness activities; the volunteers should be provided with at 
least good appreciation 

 
Eastleigh Airbase:  

! They asked if we could organize a tournament for them 
 
Eastleigh North:   

! Proper awareness 
 
 
 
What response did you get from the community? What were people excited about 
and what problems arose?  
 
Shauri Moyo/Muthurwa:  

!  The community requested for seminars to educate the more, some wanted to be 
sorted first before given their contacts  

! Sine requested seminars and workshops, some wanted bribe to given us their 
phone numbers 

 
Pumwani:  

! They suggested that next time we should at least provide booklets etc, they were 
happy about our P.R. and services 

 
Eastleigh Airbase:  

! The community thought this organization is related to the by election 
 
Eastleigh North:   

! They were positive 
 

 
 

SUNDAY, APRIL 24th 

 

What did the team do & where?  
 
Pumwani:  
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! We went to places like Angola, T-37, and T-44; we collected some numbers from 

the local people 
 
Eastleigh Airbase:  

! We visited religious places church area and also certain business areas 
! Went to churches 

 
Eastleigh North:   

! The team collected the cellphones of various Businesspeople in the Garissa Lodge 
Block C 

 
 
What went well?  
 
Pumwani:  

! We spread the message to the people; Hoping that sensitization took place 
 
Eastleigh Airbase:  

! The peoples’ response and also cooperation 
! A little of cooperation 

 
Eastleigh North:   

! Today follows of the work was average 
 
 
What could go better next time?  
 
Pumwani:  

! Other means of sensitization such as mobilization 
 
Eastleigh Airbase:  

! No answer 
! Wish we had a louder speaker 

 
Eastleigh North:   

! Awareness through the media 
 
 
What response did you get from the community? What were people excited about 
and what problems arose?  
 
Pumwani:  

! Some people said that we were trying to sell them and so they could not give out 
their contacts; otherwise response from groups was promising  

 
Eastleigh Airbase:  
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! Most people were confidential about their occupation, but above all it was perfect 
! Some had appreciation and some had not  

 
Eastleigh North:   

! Those we met were positive 
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1. John Rugunya 
2. Amina Abdi 
3. Enock maina 
4. Grace Wanjiru 
5. Collins Mbanda 
6. Shukri Ibrahim Ali 
7. Anthony Kihoro 
8. Eric Wachira 
9. Edith Wanjiru 
10. Julia. O. Akinyi 
11. Juma salim 
12. Mohammed Kirimi 
13. Mangi king’oo 
14. David Odhiambo 
15. Phaminas Maina 
16. Jawahir Mohammed 
17. Mohammed Osman 
18. Patrick Malakwen 
 
Others present but not listed 
1. Rachel Brown 
2. Peter Mbuchi Methu 
3. Robinson Koroge 
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4. Jacqueline Njeru 
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Characteristics of a good leader 

• Has good moral integrity 
• Transparent and accountable 
• Accepts positive and genuine criticism 
• A good listener and accepts responsibility  
• Charismatic and seeks knowledge from his people 
• Accessible to his/her people 
• Not a dictator 
• Has respect, is loyal and shares his/her vision with his people 
• Role model and has solutions to problems 
• Helps in protecting the rights of people who elect him/her 
• Is patriotic and consults before taking action 
• Presents the ideas of the people in parliament 
• God fearing   
• Not corrupt and has a high reasoning capacity 
• Keeps promises and reliable 
• Is a servant of the people 
• A credible person and has a track of implementing success ideas 
• An individual who is there in times of need 
• Someone who places the aspirations and happiness of his people before his own. 
• Who is willing to die in order to safeguard his people 
• Who inspires, is generous and is truthful  
• Who accepts defeat and still remains kind and true to the people 
• A visionary leader 
• One who is not emotional and considers the concerns of many 
• A honest, kind, wise, empathetic, loving, caring person, who has passion for what he/ she 

does 
• A person who does not do different things but does things differently 
• Has an outstanding personality 
• Encourages people, is optimistic, has pride in his peoples heritage, selfless and 

understanding 

Lisa
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• Can be trusted, humble, intelligent, well educated, is gender sensitive, is obedient and 
available 

• Not tribal, presentable, not discriminative, is organized, peoples’ person, objective/ 
focused, has spirit of leadership 

• Kiongozi mwema anafaa kuwasaidia watu kujenga barabara, shule na hospitali na 
kusaidia maskini wale hawajiwezi. 

 
SMS on Good Leadership:  

1. A good leader is the one who cares about his people and addresses their needs. VOTE 
WISELY 

2. A good leader shows you how to fish and does not give you fish. What do you think? 
3. A good leader makes you a partner not a follower. Right or wrong? 
4. A good leader is a friend not a master. Air out your view! 
5. Kamukunji needs better infrastructure, security, employment opportunities and unity 

among all ethnic communities. So we need a leader who is truthful, accountable, a team 
player, one who respects and upholds the rule of law. 

6. Oops!! You elected him for his wealth, now he is busy fixing his damages in your time of 
need. 

7. A leader is a person who focuses on long term issues. 
8. A good leader is not selfish. 
9. A good leader is not corrupt. 
10. Kiongozi bora ni yule anayeskiza maoni ya wananchi kabla ya kutekeleza miradi . 

tuchague sera sio siasa za ukabila au chama na tudumishe amani na maendeleo 
Kamukunji 

11. Kiongozi mzuri ni mwenye anafanya maendeleo au vitendo kabla na baada ya 
kuchaguliwa.Je, maoni yako ni gani? 

12. Kiongozi mwema ni Yule ambaye anaimiza amani. 
13. Kiongozi bora si mkabila 
14. Kiongozi bora ni anayedumisha amani. 
15. Kiongozi mwema habagui walemavu. 
16. Hebu jiulize kwanini hakuwaendea jamma zake waje wafanye fujo? Kwanini akupe kitu 

kidogo mpigie kura au umchague? Shilingi 100, 200, 300 au 500 haikufaidi kimaisha. 
Kiongozi mwema, ni Yule atakaye maendeleo: kama maji safi, elimu yenye thamani, 
amani mtaani,kazi kwa vijanaa,huduma nzuri kwa walemavu, maskini na kuongeeza 
equipment katika ma hospitali na mahabara yao. 

!
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1. The Kenyan Constitution stipulates that all leaders should possess these values: 
Accountability, trust, integrity, equity, representation and inclusivity. Does your 
LEADER POSSESS THESE VALUES? VOTE WISELY. 

2. A good leader should respect human rights as per the constitution. What do you think? 
3. A good leader recognizes the minorities and marginalized and persons living with 

disabilities. How best can he work for them? 
4. The constitution requires us to enhance gender equity and equality. How can this be 

done? 
5. The people of Kamukunji constituency have agreed in one voice that this time in the 

forthcoming by-election they are going to elect a leader with a sober mind, a person with 
mutual respect and understanding to the electorate and who will delegate all duties as 
stipulated in the electoral laws and the constitution of Kenya irrespective of gender, tribe, 
religion, party others may belong to. 

6. The bright future of Kamukunji constituency is voting for a leader of substance. Choose a 
leader who has national values and integrity. 

7. Does the leader you are going to elect meet the constitutional threshold founded on the 
values of accountability, trust, integrity, equity, representation and inclusivity? Be wise 
elect a leader not a heckler. 

8. According to the constitution of Kenya, a leader should be a person who recognizes the 
minority and marginalized persons that is, persons living with disabilities and enhances 
gender equity and equality. What is your opinion? 

9. Kulingana na Katiba yetu ya Kenya, kiongozi bora ni Yule anaye heshimu mila na desturi 
za wakenya , ni leader accountable, kumanisha twaweza mkumbusha agreements zetu.pia 
ni leader anaye consider human rights, rule of law, usawa na jinsia. Anayepromote 
tolerance, mazungumzo yani dialogue kwa kukubali marekebisho yakimaendeleo na pia 
anaifahamu jamii na lugha tofautitofauti. 

(
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17th May 
Sisi ni Amani Kamukunji. Only with peace can we have development. We shall work 
together to improve Kamukunji, vote peacefully & hold our leaders accountable.  
Sisi ni Amani. Kwa amani tutakuwa na maendeleo. Tutafanya kazi pamoja ilikuboresha 
Kamukunji. Tutachaguana kwa amani, na kuwafanya viongozi watimize ahadizao. 
 
Kamukunji needs better roads, security, employment & unity among ethnic communities, 
so we need a leader who is truthful, accountable & cares about Kamukunji.  
Kamukunji yahitaji kiongozi mwaminifu, mwenye heshima, mwenye maendelo na anayetii 
sheria ili tupate barabara bora, usalama, kazi na umoja kati ya jamii zote.  
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18th May  
A good leader sacrifices for his or her people and does not engage in corruption. Let’s 
bring good leadership so we can see improvements in Kamukunji!  
Kiongozi mwema anajitolea  kwa ajili ya watu wake na hahusiki na ufisadi. Basi tulete  uongozi 
bora Kamukunji ili tuweze kuona maendeleo katika jamii yetu!  
 
The new Constitution says all leaders should possess these values: Accountability, trust, 
integrity, equity, representation and inclusivity. Dumisha amani! 
Katiba ya Kenya inaeleza kwamba viongozi wote wawe na uwajibikaji, uaminifu, uadilifu, 
usawa na uwakilishi. Dumisha Amani Kamukunji!  
 
19th May 
A good leader should help people to build roads, schools and hospitals and help the poor 
and disabled. !  Still to be sent to NEW people from KEN 
Kiongozi mwema anafaa kuwasaidia watu kujenga barabara, shule na hospitali na kusaidia 
maskini wale hawajiwezi.  
 
A good leader listens to constituents’ opinions to plan projects. Vote for someone you think 
is a good leader & Dumisha Amani for development in Kamukunji!  
Kiongozi bora anasikiza maoni ya wananchi kabla ya kutekeleza miradi . Tuchague sera sio siasa 
za ukabila au chama na tudumishe amani kwa maendeleo Kamukunji.  
 
Kiongozi bora anasikiza maoni ya wananchi anapopanga miradi ya maendeleo.  
 
20th  May 
 
A good leader is one who brings development to his/ her people and  is involved in 
community projects before and after being elected. What do you think? 
Kiongozi mzuri analeta maendeleo na pia ni mwenye vitendo kabla na baada ya kuchaguliwa.Je, 
maoni yako ni yapi?  
 
The new Constitution says a good leader should honor the traditions & customs of alll 
Kenyans. Elect a leader who brings together individuals of all tribes!  
Katiba mpya inasema kiongozi bora lazima awe na heshima kwa mila na desturi zaWakenya 
wote. tuchaguwe kiongozi ambaye huleta pamoja watu wa makabila yote!  
 
 
21st May 
The new Constitution says a good leader should negotiate and accept the development 
agenda set by the people & be a firm member of the community. 
kiongozi bora chini ya Katiba, lazima ajadili na kukubali ajenda ya maendeleo ya watu wake na 
awe na misingi katika eneo la bunge analowakilisha!!!  
 
Under the new Constitution, a leader should be accountable, meaning we can reach out & 
remind them of their promises to us. A good leader should keep promises. 
Chini ya Katiba mpya, kiongozi anapaswa kuwajibika, kiasi kwamba wananchi wanauezo wa 
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kumkubusha ahadi zake kwetu. Kiongozi bora anatimiza ahadi zake!!  
 
22nd May  
Under the new Constitution, a good leader must respect human rights, rule of law, equity 
and gender. Dumisha amani Kamukunji and vote based on policies!  
Chini ya Katiba mpya, kiongozi bora ni lazima aheshimu haki za binadamu, jinsia, sheria, na 
usawa. Dumisha Amani Kamukunji. Chagua sera bora!!!!  
 
A good leader should bring development, clean water, good hospitals, education, peace & 
security, employment for youth & services for the disabled & poor.  
Kiongozi bora analeta maendeleo: ya maji safi, elimu bora, amani , kazi, huduma bora kwa 
walemavu na maskini. Pia kuboresha vifaa mahospitalini na mahabara.( 156 xters) 
 
The bright future of Kamukunji constituency is voting for a leader of substance. Choose a 
leader who has national values and integrity. 
Ili tupate mandeleo Kamukunji katika siku za usoni lazima tuchague kiongozi wa maana. Chagua 
kiongozi ambaye anamaadili ya kitaifa na uadilifu. (145 xters) 
 
Vote for someone who will improve life in Kamukunji, not one who gives you Shs 500 today 
then leaves.  Shs 500 will not help you in life, but development will! 
Tuchague kiongozi atakaye boresha maisha ya watu wa Kamukunji, sio yule leo, anakupa Shs 
500, haitakusaidia maishani! lakini maendeleo yatakusaidia. (157 xters) 
 
Vote for policies, not politics or party. Keep peace for development in Kamukunji, and vote 
for a leader who you think will improve your ward.  
 
 
23rd May (Election Day) 
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A good leader initiates and encourages peace amongst people of all walks of life and is not 
tribal. Vote peacefully Kamukunji! 
Kiongozi mwema ni yule ambaye anahimiza amani na si mkabila. Tuwe na uchaguzi wa amani 
Kamukunji. (96 xters) 
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Follow-up Meeting held April 20th generated the following SMS to turn out the vote and 
follow on the election:  
 
22nd:  
“Exercise your voice and remember to vote tomorrow in the Kamukunji by-election for your leader of 
choice; your vote counts!  Vote Peacefully.” 
Ni haki yako kupiga kura katika uchaguzi huu mdogo. Kumbuka kesho kupiga kura kwa sababu kura 
yako ni sauti yako! Chagua amani. 
 
ELECTION DAY: Mayouth hatutaki ngori. Tusikubali kutimiwa na wanasiasa. Chagua Amani. 
 
DAY AFTER:  
Kamukunji, the elections are over but life must continue. Let’s stay together for the development 
of Kamukunji. 
Kamukunji: uchaguzi umeisha lakini maisha lazima iendelee. Tuwe pamoja ili kwa maendeleo 
ya Kamukunji. 
 
We have a new leader, so together let’s hold him accountable for improving life for everyone in 
Kamukunji. 
Tuna kiongozi Kamukunji, kwa hivyo tumhimize atimize ahadi zake kwetu sisi sote. 
 
IN CASE OF ANY CLASHES:  
Zuia noma spread peace!  
Zuia noma sambaza amani!  
 
Kudumisha amani Kamukunji ni lazima kwa maendeleo!  
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! “The community were very excited about the idea & especially on peace and civic 
education which directly affects them” 

! “People were excited that there is someone who cares about peace.” 
! “People were excited on the unique bottom up approach” 
! “Excited; they we happy about how they sisi ni amani Kenya kamukunji is closely 

working with the community they told me its their first time to have peaces organization 
inside community level” 

! “The community really encouraged us to continue with the noble idea and not give up”  
! “They cooperated well because they understand the peace movement well and they 

agreed it’s a good way to reach out to people in our district. THUMBS UP.”  
! “They wanted their voices to be heard in Kamukunji; Takin their phone numbers”  
! “To be aware of what is going on in Kamukunji; the people of community to hard” 
! “That their views can be heard through the Sisi ni Amani and that they really appreciate 

for this to continue for more during the next general election”  
! “Positive response finally; being able to express their views and really be heard”  
! “They were quite enthusiastic; the people were excited about the peace mission and the 

youth were very helpful too”  
! “They said it’s a good way of creating peace in the community” 
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kamu   is  a   place i   cal  home , we   shal   wait   4   court   rvling  . ( solidarity   we  
can  change   kamu   ) Uhuru 
wy   do  politicians  say   that  they   r  going  2  build  schols , roads,  hosi etc . WY   
CANT  THEY    JUST  REPAIR THEM  AND  B E   HONEST  INSTEAD Uhuru 
To get that lets not look at one's back ground not the current deeds there are actors and  
pretenders Eastleigh South 
All the time we have recognised peace and uphold it, i believe we us the youth will 
continue the spirit for a better tommorrow. Uhuru 
Its true we need an accountable leader, and besides, am l able to join your group as a 
genuine member too. Eastleigh North 
Its true, bt in Kamukunji, the leader's 1st priority should be roads and may b hospitals, bt 
not land grabing coz that's sm th that can b dealt with in due time Eastleigh North 
Its always good to respect other pple if only iiec respected Paul Waweru all this couldn't 
have happened. Eastleigh Airbase 
YES WE WILL WORK TOGETHER Eastleigh Airbase 
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1. Like the issue of landgrabing,infrastructure,hospitals 

2. Proper management of constituency funds with emphasis on 

transparency in Procurement of projects. 

3. Extra judicial killing,road infrastructure,land grabbing 

4. 2 

5. 4 

6. In eastleigh north drug abuse is rampant.what can they do to 

save the new generation 

7. Eastleigh the bursary is not given 

8. Politicians need to come grassroot to talk to citizen e.g in 

eastleigh north they rarely come because their cars can not pass 

the poor roads 

9. Corruption 

10. Sisi na amani kamukunji we need a leader coz we as youth ur 

surving ad we dnt knw were 2 take our problem 

11. Yes 
"
"
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1. Thanks 

2. 1 

3. Amani 

4. A 

5. 6 

6. Amani 

7. amani 

8. amani 

9. amani 

10. MY BIG CONCERN IS ARTICLE 43 AU ARE U GOING 2 IMPLEMENT 

IT GIVE ME 

11. 5 

12. 1 

13. 1 

14. 2 

15. 2 

16. Amani 

17. Extra judicial killing,road infrastructure,land grabbing 
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18. Can i get bursary fund at this tyme of by election?if 

yes,how.kamau from bahati. 

19. 1 

20. 2 

21. 5 

22. Amani 

23. 2 

24. 1 

25. Amani 

26. Amani 

27. 2 

28. <BLANK> 

29. 5 

30. 1 

31. <BLANK> 

32. Amani kenya 

33. amani 

34. AMAMI 

35. 2 

36. He'll 

37. 1 

38. 1 

39. Eastleigh people living without security i think this place is not part 

of nairobi 
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40. Amani 

41. Amani 

42. No 

43. I thank u Amani kamukunji for your good advice u give us. 

44. Wonderful job but da most effective means of communication is 

face 2face way not try? 

45. Yes 

46. Yes 

47. Yes 

48. YES 

49. Yes 

50. Yes 

51. U r doing a great job,but u hav been quiet lately 

52. 4771 

53. Sisi ni amani. Sawa kabisa 

54. Yes. 

55. Yes 

56. Yes 

57. Yes 

58. Yes 

59. Yes 

60. yes 

61. Yes gud work. 

62. My opinion is ppl of kamukunji to be calm and wait for the next 
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genaral eletion and know there is God who will give us good leader. 

63. YES 

64. Yes 

65. YES 

66. Yes 

67. Yes 

68. YES 

69. Yes 

70. YES 

71. We appreciate you people so much because through you,we gain 

alot of civic education on how to elect better representatives who will 

bring us new developments. 

72. YES 

73. Yes 

74. Yes 

75. 4771 

76. Yes 

77. Yes 

78. yes 

79. Yes 

80. Yes 

81. Yes 

82. yes 

83. YES 
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84. Yes 

85. AFTER ALL THAT HAPPED IN KAMUKUNJI WE COULD HAVE 

DEMONSTRATED BUT SISI NI AMANI WE DID NOT 

86. Yes 

87. YES 

88. Yes 

89. Yes 

90. Yes 

91. yes 

92. 2 

93. Yes 

94. Yes 

95. Yes 

96. Yes 

97. Stop 

98. U haved remove fear among the comunity living in kamuu n every 

body are like brother n sister not nowing which party are u from 

99. Yes 

100. No 

101. YES 

102. Yes 

103. Yes 

104. Yes 

105. Yes 
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106. YES 

107. Yes 

108. Yes 

109. Yes 

110. To take free survey 

111. Yes 

112. Yes 

113. Yes 

114. Yes 

115. Yes 

116. Yes 

117. Yes 

118. Yes 

119. Yes 

120. Yes 

121. Yes 

122. Yes 

123. Yes 

124. Yes 

125. Yes 

126. Yes 

127. YES 

128. YES 

129. YES 
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130. YES 

131. Yes 

132. Yes 

133. Yes 

134. Yes 

135. Involve youths in activities such as sports in order to reduce 

crime rate in this areo. 

136. Involve youths in activities such as sports in order to reduce 

crime rate in this areo. 

137. YES 

138. Yes 

139. You people are doing a good job 

140. Development minded people who are ready to see a safe and 

peaciful Kenya 

141. YES 

142. Yes 

143. Yes 
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"
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1. 2 

2. 4 

3. 1 

4. Peace 

5. 5 

6. Amani 

7. Tunata kiongozi wakujali vijana 

8. Amani 

9. 5 

10. Amani 

11. Amaoni 

12. 2 

13. Amani 

14. Amani asanteni kwa esemess zenyu 

15. Amani 

16. 2 

17. Yes 

18. yes 

19. yes 

20. Yes 

21. Yes 

22. YES 

23. 4771 

24. YES 
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25. 2 

26. yes 

27. 5 

28. YES 

29. YES 

30. YES 

31. Yes 
"
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SHAURI MOYO/MUTHURWA & BAHATI 
 
 
The forum identified the following as the most important issues faced by the community: 
 
General 

! Tribalism interfering with identification of leaders 
! Corruption compromises election exercise including parliament representation 
! Discrimination of people considered “outsiders” 

 
Economic Welfare 

! Unemployment especially among youth 
! Hunger affecting most vulnerable people: women, old people and children 
! Poverty is affecting everyone and people can’t develop because they are busy chasing 

basic needs: food and rent. 
 
Security 

! Insecurity is high in the area and the police are shooting even boys not know to be 
criminals. 

 
Looking forward, the participants see positive change being created by embracing the informal 
sector, female leadership in the community, and progressive leaders from Kamukunji. 
 
In a good leader, they look for someone who listens to the people, takes a stand, acts according 
to what they say, creates development for the area he or she represents, is transparent, keeps 
promises, is respectable, unites people, does his or her best, is inspirational, God fearing, 
selfless, has integrity, has a vision, is humane, and is a good manager. 
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UHURU & EASTLEIGH SOUTH 

 
 
The forum identified the following as the most important issues faced by the community: 
 
General 

! Harassment from various government agencies especially City Council Askaris 
! Corruption 
! Unemployment among youth 

 
Economic Welfare 

! Unemployment; especially youth unemployment which can lead to engagement in crime, 
prostitution, etc. 

! Land grabbing- there is no play ground, all public land has been grabbed. 
 
Infrastructure & Social Amenities 

! Water shortages- most households can’t access clean water   
! Poor roads- are dilapidate  
! Housing- very old houses without water 

 
Security 

! Insecurity – petty thieves, robbers and muggers are everywhere 
! Drug abuse- young people are using drugs and this has increased prostitution and crime 

 
Health 

! HIV awareness- there is a need for people to know how to use condoms and also make 
the condoms available. 

 
Education 

! Quality of education- the education children get after class eight there is nothing they can 
do with the education and even form 4 are no different.  

! Unfair disbursement of bursaries- bursary needs to be given on merit and biasness to 
people who vote the incumbent parliamentarian. 

 
 
Suggestions that forum participants suggested include: agenda forming at the community level 
so that people are involved in agenda setting for their constituencies, and engagement with 
political aspirants to know their policies and hands. They are looking for a leader who will stop 
land grabbing, nurture talent in the school systems from an early age, upgrade hospitals, and 
improve infrastructure.  
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EASTLEIGH NORTH & EASTLEIGH AIRBASE 
 
The forum identified the following as the most important issues faced by the community: 
 
General 

! Tribalism- grassroots see politics in terms of tribe because their leaders fool them it is the 
time for their tribe to rule. 

! Impunity- even local people have impunity and the leaders practice impunity and get 
away with it; the law is not applied equally 

! Corruption- CDF money local people are not involved in the management, 
parliamentarians use their campaign managers to run CDF committees. 

! Lack of jobs and poverty. 
 

 
Infrastructure 

! Poor roads- there are no roads in the community even if there is fire how can the fire 
engine get to the community? 

! Poor sewage system- there is open sewage everywhere and children play in those areas; 
this a health risk. 

 
Health 

! Lack of adequate health facilities- there is only one hospital- pumwani maternity. This 
has led to mushrooming of many commercial clinics and chemists. Healthcare is 
inaccessible. 

 
 
Moving forward to overcome these challenges, the participants expect to see visionary 
leadership to bring peace, free and fair elections, gender representation, unity and justice within 
the constituency, implementation of the new constitution, youth empowerment, increased 
employment, reformed society, an end to impunity as well as tribalism and nepotism, 
environmentally friendly policies, promotion of youth talent, a transition of power to the youth, 
and projects implemented at the grassroots level. 
 
They are looking for a leader who understands and responds to peoples’ problems, says no to 
impunity, is God fearing, listens to and consults with the people, is a friend and a teacher, is 
intellectual, assists in problem-solving, inspires, is not tribal, has a vision and is strategic, does 
not discriminate, sacrifices, is charitable, is willing to be corrected, and is both responsible and 
selfless.  
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PUMWANI 

 
 
The forum identified the following as the most important issues faced by the community: 
 
Security 
 

! Presence of cartels that harass the Pumwani residents- security is provided through 
informal security groups that harass locals 

! High crime rates- it is not safe to arrive from work after sunset, you are always at risk of 
being mugged or robbed. 

! Drug abuse- idleness has made young people to experiment with drugs 
! Prostitution- girls from the area are recruiting themselves to Koinange street for 

prostitution to earn a living. 
 
Economic Welfare 
  

! Arbitrary increases in rent, the land lord increases as they please and the houses are in 
bad condition 

! Unemployment, including lack of jobs and even small jobs that are there go to foreigners, 
even small business are being done by foreigners and employers do not respect 
employees rights. 
 

Infrastructure & Social Amenities 
  

! Poor sewage systems 
! Poor road systems 
! Issues of access to water 

 
Health 

 

! Abortions- young people are experimenting with sex and this has increased teenage 
pregnancy and most of this young people are engaging in back street abortion. 

 
Education 
 

! There is a high drop-out rate for girls 
! Boys are also not seeing importance of going to school as they don’t get jobs 

 
 
Their vision for improving on these areas includes citizenry leadership, moving forward with a 
unity of purpose and through adequate use of the CDF. They also hope to continue to engage 
with politicians to work together to solve these community problems.  
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M-Survey Subscriber Evaluation 
 
SNA-K sent a survey to subscribers the week of July 25th to 
understand their perceptions of the impact of SNA-K’s messaging. 
Over 500 individuals were given the opportunity to participate. The 
response rate was approximately 10% to at least one message, but it 
does appear that additional individuals attempted to take the survey, 
and a technical error meant that they were not taken through the 
survey. This is being sorted out such that individuals who texted in will 
receive the survey shortly, and any additional information will be 
provided to Chemonics as it is received. 
 
The results of the survey were as follows:  
"

QUESTION 1:(
 
Question: Did Sisi ni Amani's messages change your perception 
of a good leader? 
 
YES: 46 individuals = 90.2% 
NO: 5 individuals = 9.8% 
 

"
"
"
"
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IF respondents answered YES, the next question was: “How? 
Please tell us more!” 
 
Response:  
 
1.Coz it enhanced peace n hmony 2 all. 
>by giving me a deeper meaning of qualities of a good leader as opposed to a 
literal view of a good leader as one who campaigns thirly,but a good leader i 
A good leader doesnt have 2 be rich or bribe all we need in a good leader is actions 
Un development of the society 
Be couse i knew qualities of a good leader 
Because i had decided 2 vote 4 a leader on basis of their political party n i did want 
2 listen 2 anyone not till i read ua messages n decided ill not v 
By politically awakening me by showing me the characterics of a good leader 
by using the skill i got from sisi to advocate the community about amani. 
By, acknowledging me what a good-leader is supposed 2 do 4 us and our rights as 
voters. 
CI just realised that we only see the leaders in times of asking for votes  
I came 2 learn the qualities of a gud leader. 
I can now how 2 detect the qualities of a good leader 
I learnt the responsibilities of leaders 
I now know the quality of a good leader 
I now knw the qualities to look out for in a good leader. 
I think you doing a good job and that our county will change alot through people 
god bless you 
I used 2 think a good leader is who has the most voters but now i know i good 
leader is the one who think of the people who voted 4 him not himself. 
Iliteta peace among tha people of kamukunji 
it has given me some of the basic ideas on how to choose,not only a leader,but a 
good leader. 
It made me know how 2 make th right decisin an not 2 b swayd by hungry 
politicians wh use us 4 their on intrests 
Leader who works for the ppl 
My language is swahili. 
Now i know a good leader do thngs dat benefit his pple even if  others dnt agree 
On how 2 choose wisely and keep peace. 
On which qualities a good leader should have. 
they are educative as they change ones perception in choosing a leader...big ups 
people! 
U  enlghten us,u show us de way. 
YES 
You are doing a wonderful thing and am pround of that, BUT, surely u loose credit 
here,...NOT, recognising other peace initiative programs or not knowing 
"
"
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IF respondents answered NO, the messages did not change 
their perception of a good leader, the next question was: “Did 
you find the information useful?”  
YES: 3 individuals = 75% 
NO:  1 individuals = 25%  
"

The three individuals who answered YES were asked: 
“How? Please tell us more!” 
 
Response:  
 
Amani is gud 4 every we should stand amani together 
it brought2 the core those qualities that weve alwis taken4 grantd n them-
dsmsd,tho they shudnt bring us dvlpmt on a platter but involve us,securty2 

 
 
 

QUESTION 2: 
 
Question: Did Sisi ni Amani's messages about postponement of 
the by-election help you stay patient and avoid confusion? 
YES: 3 individuals = 75% 
NO: 1 individual = 25% 
 

IF respondents answered YES, they were asked: “How? 
Tell us more!” 
 
Response:  
 

1 
creatd the impresn that even with violnce a court injuction wdnt b 
overuled,wd b unnecesry n waste of resources n energy.i,we had2 b calm n 
await court proces 
Its teling me to stay patient 
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QUESTION 3: 

 
Question: Is there anything else you want us to know as we 
move forward to start sending you more civic education SMS? 
 
Response:  
 
Ok 
Please do esp on devolution we really need to learn more 
pls act lyk media(virtual),probably necesry alerts concernin kamknji specialy now-
with an appeals court ruling Friday,where wil theyb sittng,tym.THNX alot 

 



 
 

ADDENDUM  
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(@@8.Q9=(-,+2!B]]!@,.@+,!/;)/*)089*,?A!D(),?!.;!/;%)/*)089@-9.;!=,))(<,)5!-:,!8,().;)!
1.8!/;%)/*)089@-9.;!',8,!=.)-!18,V/,;-+2!-:(-!-:,!;/=*,8)!',8,!-2@.)!.8!-:(-!9;?9>9?/(+)!
:(?!1.8<.--,;!':.!"#$%&!'()!I=,))(<,)!()E,?!':.!',!',8,5!0(=,!18.=!9;?9>9?/(+)!':.!
)(9?!-:,2!:(?!;.-:9;<!-.!?.!'9-:!&(=/E/;K95!(;?!.-:,8)!':.!)(9?!-:(-!',!:(?!(!'8.;<!
;/=*,8JA!!
!
C:,!.-:,8!8,().;!1.8!/;%)/*)089@-9.;!(@@,(8,?!-.!*,!-:(-!&(=/E/;K9!8,)9?,;-)!':.!',8,!
;.-!8,<9)-,8,?!-.!>.-,!(;?!',8,!(;;.2,?!(-!*,9;<!<9>,;!9;1.8=(-9.;!.;!:.'!-.!>.-,A!C:9)!
@.9;-)!-.!(;!9=@.8-(;-!+,)).;!1.8!-:,!1/-/8,5!':90:!9)!-.!9;0+/?,!(!0.+/=;!9;!-:,!)9<;%/@!.;!
':,-:,8!.8!;.-!9;?9>9?/(+)!(8,!8,<9)-,8,?!-.!>.-,5!(;?!-.!-(8<,-!=,))(<9;<!(00.8?9;<+2A!F;!
(??9-9.;5!(-!-:,!,>(+/(-9.;!=,,-9;<5!>.+/;-,,8)!8,@.8-,?!-:(-!).=,!0.==/;9-2!=,=*,8)!
-:./<:-!-:(-!-:,!=,))(<,)!',8,!-..!18,V/,;-!':9+,!.-:,8)!0.==,;-,?!-:(-!-:,2!+9E,?!-:,!
>.+/=,!.1!=,))(<,)A!F-!'./+?!*,!<..?!9;!-:,!1/-/8,!-.!<9>,!)/*)089*,8)!.@-9.;)!1.8!:.'!
18,V/,;-+2!-:,2!8,0,9>,!"3"A!
!
3(;2!)/*)089*,8)!>,82!=/0:!(@@8,09(-,?!-:,!=,))(<9;<5!+,--9;<!/)!E;.'!-:(-!-:,2!>.-,?!
(;?!-:(;E9;<!"#$%&!1.8!())9)-(;0,A!R.+/;-,,8)!8,@.8-,?!-:(-!9-!'()!0.==.;!1.8!
)/*)089*,8)!-.!):(8,!=,))(<,)!*2!1.8'(8?9;<!-:,=!(;?!,>,;!@.)-9;<!.;!O(0,*..EA!!
!
P;,!>.+/;-,,8!-.+?!(!)-.82!(*./-!=,,-9;<!).=,.;,!:,!E;,'!-.!*,!1.8=,8+2!(!=,=*,8!.1!
3/;<9E95!(;?!(!@.',81/+!=,=*,8!.1!(!)+/=!(8,(!9;!&(=/E/;K9A!C:,!"#$%&!>.+/;-,,8!()E,?!
91!:,!E;,'!(*./-!"#$%&A!C:,!9;?9>9?/(+!8,@+9,?!-:(-!2,)!:,!E;,'!(;?!:,!<,-)!-:,!=,))(<,)!
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(;?!1.8'(8?)!-:,=!-.!:9)!;,-'.8E)A!$!H./;09++.8!1.8!.;,!(8,(!-.+?!(!>.+/;-,,8!-:(-!-:,!
'.8E!'()!>,82!<..?!'.8E5!(;?!(;.-:,8!>.+/;-,,8!)(9?5!^32!)-.82!9)!-:,!)(=,!*,0(/),!-:,!
=.)-!-(8<,-,?!@,.@+,!(8,!-:,!+,(?,8)!198)-!.1!(++![!91!-:,!+,(?,8)!<,-!-:,!=,))(<,)5!)/8,+2!91!
2./!0./;-!2./8),+1!()!(!+,(?,8!2./!'9++!)@8,(?!-:,!=,))(<,![!-:(-!9)!':(-!'()!:(@@,;9;<!
,>,;!9;!=2!(8,(A_!$;.-:,8!>.+/;-,,8!)-(-,?!-:(-5!^T,.@+,!=(E,!*(?!0:.90,)!*,0(/),!-:,2!
+(0E!9;1.8=(-9.;5!*/-!-:,!"3"!',8,!@8.>9?9;<!-:,!9=@.8-(;-!9;1.8=(-9.;!-.!@8,>,;-!*(?!
0:.90,)A_!
!
!
:) 675&8&9%-#$!;#$-%#,-$=!>!?&'3#$'&!
!
L/89;<!-:,!*2%,+,0-9.;5!"#$%&U)!>.+/;-,,8)!8,@.8-,?!.;!9=@.8-(;-!9;)-(;0,)!.1!>.-,8!
*89*,825!9;-9=9?(-9.;5!(;?!-,;)9.;)!)/0:!()!>.-,8)!*,9;<!(-!.;,!@.9;-!+.0E,?!./-!.1!(!@.++9;<!
)-(-9.;A!"#$%&!0.8,!)-(11!+9(9),?!?98,0-+2!'9-:!-:,!FFGH!(;?!#(-9.;(+!"-,,89;<!H.==9--,,!.;!
T,(0,*/9+?9;<!(;?!H.;1+90-!3(;(<,=,;-!I#"HJ!-.!0..8?9;(-,!(;?!,;)/8,!8,)@.;),)!-.!-:,),!
9))/,)A!D.-:!-:,!#"H!(;?!FFGH!,Q@8,)),?!(@@8,09(-9.;!1.8!"#$%&U)!8,@.8-)!(;?!0.;198=,?!
1.++.'%/@!(0-9.;A!!
!
R.+/;-,,8)!':.!=.;9-.8,?!<(>,!=9Q,?!1,,?*(0E!9;!-:,98!,>(+/(-9.;)5!=(;2!.1!-:,=!<9>9;<!
@.)9-9>,!1,,?*(0E!*/-!)(29;<!-:,2!0./+?!:(>,!?.;,!(!*,--,8!K.*!91!-:,2!',8,!<9>,;!(;!.11909(+!
)-(;?9;<!'9-:!-:,!FFGH!-.!(00,))!@.++9;<!)-(-9.;)!=.8,!,()9+2A!C:9)!'()!;.-!@.))9*+,!9;!-:,!
-9=,!18(=,!(>(9+(*+,A!$-!-:,!)(=,!-9=,5!>.+/;-,,8)!(+).!)(9?!-:(-!-:,8,!',8,!(?>(;-(<,)!-.!
;.-!*,9;<!-(<<,?!()!=.;9-.8)!*,0(/),!-:,2!0./+?!=.8,!)/*-+2!E;.'!':(-!'()!<.9;<!.;!(;?!
8,@.8-!9-A!!
!
!
:() /+<8@<%-#$!;&&%-$=!!
!
O9;(++25!"#$%&!:,+?!(;!,>(+/(-9.;!=,,-9;<!'9-:!>.+/;-,,8)A!P;+2!,9<:-!>.+/;-,,8)!',8,!(*+,!
-.!(--,;?!*,0(/),!(-!-:9)!@.9;-!=(;2!:(?!<.;,!*(0E!-.!(--,;?!)0:..+!.8!',8,!/;(*+,!-.!
+,(>,!'.8E5!*/-!-:.),!':.!?9?!(--,;?!<(>,!890:!1,,?*(0E5!':90:!9)!9;0.8@.8(-,?!9;!-:,!
(*.>,!8,@.8-A!I",,!$@@,;?9Q!H!1.8!-2@,?!,>(+/(-9.;)JA!!
!
C:,!>.+/;-,,8)!<(>,!>,82!@.)9-9>,!1,,?*(0E!(*./-!-:,!9=@(0-!.1!-:,!@8.<8(=)!9;!-:,!
0.==/;9-2!I),,!)-.89,)!(*.>,!9;!",0-9.;!FFFJ5!(;?!*,+9,>,?!-:(-!-:,!=,))(<,)!:(?!(!*9<!
9=@(0-!()!-:,2!@8.>9?,?!@,.@+,!089-90(+!9;1.8=(-9.;A!P;,!>.+/;-,,8!)-(-,?!-:(-!':9+,!@,.@+,!
.1-,;!>.-,!.8!=(E,!?,09)9.;)!*(),?!.;!*(?!9;1.8=(-9.;!.8!=9)9;1.8=(-9.;5!"#$%&!:,+@,?!
-:,=!-.!/;?,8)-(;?!':(-!V/(+9-9,)!(!<..?!+,(?,8!):./+?!:(>,!-.!=(E,!<..?!?,09)9.;)!
?/89;<!-:,!,+,0-9.;A!!
!
C:,!=(9;!1,,?*(0E!1.8!9=@8.>,=,;-!?/89;<!-:,!0.;>,8)(-9.;!@.8-9.;!.1!-:,!,>(+/(-9.;!'()!
-:,!;,,?!-.!0(882!./-!(0-9>9-9,)!9;!(??9-9.;!-.!"3"!-.!)-8,;<-:,;!-:,!08,?9*9+9-2!.1!-:,!
.8<(;9N(-9.;!(;?!-:,!"3"!()!',++!()!-.!:,+@!/)!<,-!"#$%&U)!=,))(<,!(08.))!9;!>(89./)!'(2)A!
C:,!<8./@!'()!,Q09-,?!(*./-!-:9)!@8.)@,0-!(;?!:(?!=(;2!9?,()A!C:,2!(+).!*,+9,>,?!9-!'./+?!
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*,!>,82!9=@.8-(;-!-.!,Q@(;?!-:,!)/*)089*,8!*(),!'9-:9;!&(=/E/;K9!(;?!*89;<!-:,!@8.<8(=!
-.!;,'!(8,()A!!C:,2!(+).!)/<<,)-,?!-:(-!':9+,!9-!9)!<..?!-.!=.;9-.8!'9-:./-!9?,;-9190(-9.;5!9-!
'./+?!*,!<..?!-.!:(>,!9?,;-9190(-9.;!-:(-!0./+?!*,!/),?!':,;!;,0,))(82!-.!<9>,!>.+/;-,,8)!
(00,))!-.!?911,8,;-!(8,()A!!
!
F;!(??9-9.;!-.!8,>9,'9;<!-:,!@8.<8(==9;<!9;!&(=/E/;K95!-:,!<8./@!(+).!,Q@8,)),?!-:,!
?,)98,!-.!0.;-9;/,!-.!'.8E!'9-:!"#$%&!(;?!-.!'.8E!-.<,-:,8!-.!=(E,!(!@+(;!-.!9;0.8@.8(-,!
>(89./)!=.?,)!.1!),;)9-9N(-9.;!-.<,-:,8!'9-:!"3"!9;!.8?,8!-.!*8.(?,;!-:,!9=@(0-!(;?!
)-8,;<-:,;!-:,!"3"!08,?9*9+9-2A!C:,!<8./@!(<8,,?!-.!'.8E!-.<,-:,8!-.!0.=,!/@!'9-:!
@8.@.)(+)!(;?!=,,-!(<(9;!-.!=(E,!(!)-8(-,<2!1.8!(0-9.;!(;?!1/;?8(9)9;<A!!
!
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A44/CB(K!AH!!E(E(!C(!A;AC(!;/EEAI/E!E"J/BDO/!P*?!FA;DFDCQ(!6R5
/O/"G(*C!
!
"$CaXL$b!I7Y-:J!!

! c,(?,8):9@!!
o A!=##S!8&<S&,!-$-%-<%&'!<$S!&$9#@,<=&'!3&<9&!<$S!S&+&8#3T&$%!<T#$=!

<88!3&#38&!<$S!-'!$#%!%,-U<8)!"2##'&!:(E;A?G!>!+#%&!3&<9&V@887!
F<T@1@$W-X! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!&9.;<.N9!=',=(!
;9!2/+,!(=*(2,!(;(:9=9N(!(=(;9!;(!)9!=E(*9+(A!C/',!;(!/0:(</N9!'(!(=(;9!
&(=/E/;K9A!Id`!Q-,8)J!

!
"a#L$b!I7\-:J!

! c,(?,8):9@!
o D$S&,!%2&!$&.!"#$'%-%@%-#$Y!<!=##S!8&<S&,!T@'%!,&'3&9%!2@T<$!,-=2%'Y!

,@8&!#V!8<.Y!&Z@-%7!<$S!=&$S&,)!B@T-'2<!<T<$-!F<T@1@$W-!<$S!+#%&!
U<'&S!#$!3#8-9-&'X!!
H:9;9!2(!&(-9*(!=@2(5!E9.;<.N9!*.8(!;9!+(N9=(!(:,):9=/!:(E9!N(!*9;(?(=/5!
K9;)9(5!):,89(5!;(!/)('(A!L/=9):(!$=(;9!&(=/E/;K9A!H:(</(!),8(!*.8(eeee!

!
3P#L$b!I76-:J!!

! c,(?,8):9@!!
o C&.!"#$'%-%@%-#$!'<7'!<!8&<S&,!'2#@8S!U&!<99#@$%<U8&Y!T&<$-$=!.&!9<$!

,&<92!#@%!>!,&T-$S!%2&T!#V!%2&-,!3,#T-'&'!%#!@')!A!=##S!8&<S&,!'2#@8S!
1&&3!3,#T-'&')!
&(-9*(!=@2(!9;(),=(!E9.;<.N9!(;(@()'(!E/'(K9*9E(5!E9()9!E'(=*(!
'(;(;0:9!-/;(',N.!'(!E/=E/=*/):(!(:(?9!N(E,!E',-/A!&9.;<.N9!*.8(!
(;(-9=9N(!(:(?9!N(E,ee!

o L9)0+(9=,8W!a!(8,!8,0,9>9;<!"3"!18.=!"9)9!;9!$=(;9!*,0(/),!/!)9<;,?!/@A!
$@.+.<9,)!91!/!:(>,!8,0,9>,?!=,))(<,)!9;!,88.8A!"3"!"CPT!-.!]4Y6Yd]]]!-.!
/;)/*)089*,A!

! D89*,82W!!
o :#%&!V#,!'#T&#$&!.2#!.-88!-T3,#+&!8-V&!-$!F<T@1@$W-Y!$#%!#$&!.2#!

=-+&'!7#@!T#$&7!%#S<7!%2&$!8&<+&')!;#$&7![S<7!.-88!$#%!2&83!7#@!-$!8-V&Y!
U@%!S&+&8#3T&$%!.-88X!
C/0:(</,!E9.;<.N9!(-(E(2,!*.8,):(!=(9):(!2(!'(-/!'(!&(=/E/;K95!)9.!2/+,!
+,.5!(;(E/@(!@,)(5!:(9-(E/)(9?9(!=(9):(;9e!+(E9;9!=(,;?,+,.!2(-(E/)(9?9(A!

!
CaG"L$b!I7`-:J!!

! c,(?,8):9@!
o !"#$% &"'% (")*+*$,-% ."#% (")*#*+,% "'% (/'#01% 2$$(% ($/+$% &"'% 3$4$)"(5$.#% *.%

2/5676.8*-%/.3%4"#$%&"'%/%)$/3$'%9:"%0"6%#:*.7%9*))%*5('"4$%2/5676.8*1%%
o H:(</(! ),8(5! )9.! )9()(! (=(! 0:(=(A! L/=9):(! (=(;9! E'(! =(,;?,+,.!

&(=/E/;K95!;(!0:(</(!E9.;<.N9!(-(E(,!9=(89):(!&(=/E/;K9A!
! D89*,82!!
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o 4"&%5,.6"$%0-$-,&%+0%7#2-8-'9.%./%3+$.'6%0+,%#%(&#:&,%;"+%&#,'/%<+-,%3+$&%;.$"%
*+(.=.&/>%'+$%5,.5&/?%@"++/&%#%(&#:&,%;.$"%'#$.+'#(%3#(-&/%#':%.'$&6,.$<?%

o F+9! -/@(-,! =(,;?,+,.! &(=/E/;K9! E(-9E(! )9E/! N(! /).;9! +(N9=(! -/0:(</,!
E9.;<.N9! '(! =((;(A! H:(</(! E9.;<.N9! (=*(2,! (;(=((?9+9! 2(! E9-(91(! ;(!
/(?9+91/A!!

! b./!):./+?!>.-,!!
o !"+&3&,%;.'/%7#2-8-'9.%5<A&(&=$.+'/%;.((%,&*,&/&'$%-/%#((?%B3&'%.0%-%:+'C$%(.8&%

#'<%=#':.:#$&>%3+$&%0+,%$"&%+'&%-%:./(.8&%$"&%(&#/$D%E+-,%3+$&>%<+-,%3+.=&?%%
o b/+,!(=*(2,!(-():9;?(!/0:(</N9!(-(-/'(E9+9):(!).-,A!g(-(!E(=(!

:/=@,;?,+,9!E9.;<.N9!2,2.-,!=0:(</,!2/+,!(=*(2,!)9!=*(2(!)(;(A!&/8(!
2(E.5!)(/-9!2(E.A!!

!
MGL#G"L$b!I74-:J!!

! [3TH!G;0./8(<,!@,.@+,!-.!>.-,!!
o 4"&%0-$-,&%+0%7#2-8-'9.%./%.'%<+-,%"#':/?%BF&,=./&%<+-,%:&2+=,#$.=%,.6"$%$+%

3+$&%0+,%2#./"#%5&$$#D%@+2&%3+$&%$+2+,,+;%5&$;&&'%G#2%#':%H*2%0+,%#%5&$$#%
0-$-,&?%%

o 3(,;?,+,.!2(!/).;9!2(!&(=/E/;K9!2(=.!=9E.;.;9!='(E.A!C,E,+,N(!:(E9!
2(E.!2(!E9?,=.E8()9(!E'(!E/@9<(!E/8(!E'(!=(9):(!*,--(A!T9<(!E/8(!E,):.!
E(-9!2(!`(=!%!6@=A!

!
! M3T!>!\3TH!F;)-8/0-9.;)!

o E+-%;.((%+'(<%5&%#5(&%$+%3+$&%#$%$"&%*+((.'6%/$#$.+'%;"&,&%<+-%,&6./$&,&:?%10%-%
"#3&%0+,6+$$&'>%.$%./%;,.$$&'%+'%$"&%5#=8%+0%<+-,%3+$&,%,&6./$,#$.+'%=#,:?%%

o a-(@9<(!E/8(!E(-9E(!E9-/.!/+9E.)(K9+9'(A!9'(@.!/=,)(:(/!E9-/.!0:(E.!0:(!
E/@9<9(!E/8(5!-(1(?:(+9!(;<(+9(!;2/=(!2(!E(?9!2(E.!2(!E/8(A!!

o I&2&25&,%$+%=#,,<%-,%+,.6.'#(%1J%+,%*#//*+,$%#':%3+$&,/%=#,:%$+%-,%,&6./$&,&:%
*+((.'6%/$#$.+'?%K%2-/$%=#,,<%$"&%1J%+,%*#//*+,$%$"#$%-%,&6./$&,&:%;.$"%L%3+$&?%%

o a-(E(@.,;?(!E/@9<(!E/8(5!E/=*/E(!E/*,*(!E9-(=*/+9):.!0:(E.!(/!
@())9@.8-9!:()9+9!/+9.-/=9(!'(E(-9!'(!E/K9)(K9+9!E/'(!=@9<(!E/8(A!!

!
CgaX"L$b!I7f-:J!!

! F;)-8/0-9.;)!
o I&2&25&,>%;"&'%<+-%3+$&>%:+%'+$%2#,8%+-$/.:&%+0%$"&%5+F%#':%2#,8%;.$"%#%$.=8>%

M>%+,%:#/"%0+,%<+-,%3+$&%$+%=+-'$?%N+$&%*&#=&0-((<%7#2-8-'9.D%
o &/=*/E(5!/-(E(@.@9<(!E/8(5!-/=9(!(+(=(!2(!h5!?():5!(=(!-90E!!;(!-(1(?:(+9!

9)9@9-,!;K,!2(!E9)(;?/E/5!;?92.!E/8(!2(E.!9E/*(+9E,A!T9<(!E/8(!;(!(=(;9!
&(=/E/;K9e!

o I&2&25&,>%.$%./%.((&6#(%$+%3+$&%2+,&%$"#'%+'=&?%N+$&%+'(<%+'=&%$+2+,,+;?%
O+((.'6%/$#$.+'/%;.((%3&,.0<%<+-,%.:&'$.$<%&(&=$,+'.=#((<?%

o &/=*/E(!;9!:(-9(!E/@9<(!E/8(!N(9?9!2(!=(8(!=.K(A!T9<(!E/8(!=(8(!=.K(!-/!
E,):.A!&9-/.!0:(!E/@9<9(!E/8(!E9-(E/-:9*9-9):(!E'(!;K9(!2(!,+,0-8.;9E9A!

!
! 39?%?(2W!X,=,=*,8!-.!>.-,!!
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o @+2&%3+$&%*&#=&0-((<%7#2-8-'9.#'/D%!&%=#'%+'(<%"#3&%:&2+=,#=<%.0%;&%
="++/&%$+%3+$&%#':%2#8&%+-,%3+.=&/%"&#,:?%E+-,%3+$&>%<+-,%(.0&?%%%

o M(;(E(=/E/;K9!-/K9-.E,N,!E/@9<(!E/8(!;(!(=(;9e!C/-(@(-(!
?,=.E8()9(!9'(@.!-/5!-/-(K9-.E,N(!E/@9<(!E/8(!;?9@.)(!)(/-9!N,-/!
N9)9E9E,A!

! D89*,82!
o P&$%'+%+'&%5-<%<+-,%3+$&>%.$C/%<+-,%0-$-,&?%E+-,%3+$&%./%;+,$"%2+,&%$"#'%#'<%

$+8&'%#%*+(.$.=.#'%=#'%6.3&%<+-%Q%3+$&,%5,.5&,<%./%.((&6#(?%%
o a)9E/*(+9!=-/!2,2.-,!(;/;/,!E/8(!2(E.5!;9!:(E9!2(E.A!&/8(!2(E.!9;(?:(=(;9!

E/*'(!E/+9E.!E9-/!E9?.<.5!(=*(0:.!='(;()9()(!(-(E/@(A!&/:.;<'(!E/@9<(!
E/8(!;9!:(-9(e!

!
/+&$-$=H!R#<+-$"%"#$-$#8.%'6+,.?%4-/.8-5#(.%8-$.2.;#%'#%;#'#/.#/#?%S-.#%'+2#>%:-2./"#%
#2#'.?%T./.%/+$&%'.%;#'#8#2-8-'9.D%4-;&%*#2+9#%8;#%#2#'.%8#$.8#%2.$##%<&$-?!
3(2./-:)! )-.@! >9.+,;0,5! E,,@! @,(0,A! +,-)U! ;.-! *,! /),?! *2! -:,! @.+9-909(;)e! M,! (8,! (++!
&(=/E/;K9(;)e!c,-)!*,!-.<,-:,8!1.8!@,(0,!9;!./8!(8,()A!!!
!
0J/C!?/EDOGE!A?/!4*EG/B!]!-V!3&#38&!<,&!-T3<%-&$%!
!
U<A&(&=$.+'%,&/-($/%0+,%&#="%*+((.'6%/$#$.+'%"#3&%'+;%5&&'%*+/$&:%+-$/.:&%$"&%*+((.'6%/$#$.+'/?%
4"&%,&/-($/%;.((%'+;%5&%$#((.&:?%%
C:,!*2%,+,0-9.;!8,)/+-)!:(>,!;.'!*,</;!-.!*,!-(++9,?A!!
!
R#$+8&+%<#%-="#6-V.%8#$.8#%8.(#%8.$-+%="#%8-*.6#%8-,#%<#$#="#*./";#%'9&%<#%8.$-+%".="+?%
R#$+8&+%<#$#9-2-(./";#?%
C:,!*2%,+,0-9.;!8,)/+-)!:(>,!*,</;!-.!*,!-(++9,?A!c,-!/)!'(9-!@,(0,1/++2!(;?!@(-9,;-+2!1.8!-:,!
./-0.=,AAA)9)9!;9!(=(;9!E(=/E/;K9e!
!
!
0J/C!?/EDOGE!A?/!ACC*DC"/BH!!
!
4"&%,&/-($/%#,&%.'%#':%M%"#/%;+'?%!&%"#3&%#%'&;%(&#:&,>%/+%$+6&$"&,%(&$%-/%"+(:%".2%
#==+-'$#5(&%0+,%.2*,+3.'6%(.0&%0+,%&3&,<+'&%.'%7#2-8-'9.?%%
3(-.E,.!2(=,-(;<(N'(!8()=9!;(!h!(=,9*/E(!=):9;?9A!C/=@(-(!=*/;<,5!@(=.K(!
-/='(K9*9E9):,!!E'(!=(,;?,+,.!;(!=(9):(!E9+(!=-/!'(!&(=/E/;K9A!
!
(C!"AE/!*P!"OAEJ/EH!!
!
10%;&%0.6"$>%;&%(+/&%#':%+'(<%$"&%*+(.$.=.#'/%6#.'?%T./.%'.%#2#'.%7#2-8-'9.>%;&%;+'C$%0.6"$%+3&,%
*+(.$.=/>%;&%;.((%;+,8%$+6&$"&,%0+,%:&3&(+*2&'$D%
C/E9@9<(;(!',;2,',!E'(!',;2,',5!'(;()9()(!'(-(;/1(9E(!;(!)9)9!-/-(@.-,N(A!"9)9!;9!
$=(;9!&(=/E/;K9A!g(-/-(@9<(;(!K//!2(!'(;()9()(A!C/-(E/'(!@(=.K(!E'(!=(,;?,+,.!

S-.#%'+2#%/*,&#:%*&#=&D%%
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i/9(!;.=(!)(=*(N(!(=(;9e!!
!
7-:-2./"#%#2#'.%7#2-8-'9.%'.%(#V.2#%8;#%2#&':&(&+D%%
&,,@9;<!@,(0,!9;!&(=/E/;K9!9)!(!=/)-!1.8!?,>,+.@=,;-!
!
T./.%/+$&%'.%;#'#8#2-8-'9.D%4-;&%*#2+9#%8;#%#2#'.%8#$.8#%2.$##%<&$-?%
$++!.1!/)!(8,!&(=/E/;K9(;)A!"-(2!-.<,-:,8!1.8!@,(0,!E(-9E(!=9-((!2,-/A!
!
!
APG/?!,&'@8%'H!!
!
!&%'+;%"#3&%#'%RO?%P&$%-/%,&2&25&,%$"#$%#==+,:.'6%$+%$"&%'&;%=+'/$.$-$.+'>%$"./%RO%/"+-(:%
=+'/-($%-/%#':%./%,&/*+'/.5(&%$+%#((%7#2-8-'9.#'/?%%
&'(!)()(!-/;(!=*/;<,!;(!E/+9;<(;(!;(!E(-9*(5!(;(@()'(!E/):(/89(;(!;(!'(E((N9!'(!,;,.!
*/;<,!+(E,!;(!(;(K/E/=/!+(!E/'(K9*9E9(!E9+(!3'(;(E(=/E/;K9ee!
!
)-,%RO%./%'+;%,&/*+'/.5(&%0+,%+-,%@JW%0-':?%!&%"#3&%6.3&'%+-,%3+$&>%#':%'+;%+-,%RO%+;&/%-/%
:&3&(+*2&'$?%!&%/"#((%'+;%&:-=#$&%<+-%+'%@JWD%
3*/;<,!',-/!(;(=(K/E/=/5!=.K(!2(@.!;9!HLOA!C/=,@9<(!E/8(!;(!)()(!;9!):(8-9!(N9;<(-9,!
=(,;?,+,.A!C/-(,;?,+,(!E/'(,+9=9):(!K//!2(!HLOe!
!
!
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A44/CB(K!6!]!E4?/ABEJ//G!*P!E/CG!E;E!!
!
Date Message 

August 
18th 

The results are in and Yusuf(PNU) has won. We have a new leader, so 
together let us hold him accountable for improving life for everyone in 
Kamukunji. 

August 
18th 

Wanakamukunji tujitokeze kupiga kura na amani! Tutapata demokrasia iwapo 
tu, tutajitokeza kupiga kura ndiposa sauti zetu zisikike.  

August 
18th 

Come vote peacefully Kamukunjians! We can only have democracy if we 
choose to vote and make our voices heard. Your vote, your life.  

August 
18th  

Kumbuka, utakapopiga kura, tumia alama ya X, dash, ama tick na tafadhali 
isipite nje ya kisanduku, ndiyo kura yako ikubalike. Piga kura na amani 
Kamukunji!  

August 
18th  

Remember, when you vote, do not mark outside of the box and mark with a 
tick, X, or dash for your vote to count. Vote peacefully Kamukunji!  

August 
17th  

Remember to carry ur original ID or passport and voters card to ur registered 
polling station. U must carry the ID or passport that u registered with 2 vote.  

August 
17th  

Utapiga kura katika kituo ulikosajiliwa. iwapo umesahau kituo chako cha 
kupigia kura, tafadhali angalia nyuma ya kadi yako ya kura.  

August 
17th  

You will only be able to vote at the polling station where you registered. If u 
have forgotten, it is written on the back of your voter registration card.  

August 
17th  

Maendeleo ya usoni ya Kamukunji yamo mikononi mwako. Tekeleza haki yako 
ya kidemokrasia kwa kupiga kura kwa maisha betta. Piga kura kesho kati ya 
6am - 5pm.  

August 
17th  

The future of Kamukunji is in your hands. Exercise your democratic right to 
vote for maisha betta! Come vote tomorrow between 6am and 5pm for a 
betta future.  

August 
16th 

Chagua sera, sio siasa ama chama. Dumisha amani kwa maendeleo 
Kamukunji, na chagua kiongozi atakae imarisha Kamukunji.  

August 
16th 

Vote for policies, not politics or party. Keep peace for development in 
Kamukunji, and vote for a leader who you think will improve Kamukunji.  

August 
16th  

Whoever wins Kamukunji by-elections will represent us all. Even if u don’t like 
any candidate, vote for the one u dislike the least! Your vote, your voice. 

August 
15th 

Tuchague kiongozi atakaye boresha maisha ya watu wa Kamukunji, sio yule 
leo, anakupa pesa, haitakusaidia maishani! lakini maendeleo yatakusaidia!  

August 
15th 

Vote for someone who will improve life in Kamukunji, not one who gives u 
money today then leaves. Money today will not help you in life, but 
development will!  

August 
15th  

New Constitution says a leader should be accountable, meaning we can reach 
out & remind them of their promises to us. A good leader should keep 
promises. 
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August 
14th 

Under the new Constitution, a good leader must respect human rights, rule of 
law, equity and gender. Dumisha amani Kamukunji and vote based on 
policies! 

August 
13th 

A good leader initiates and encourages peace and development among all 
people and is not tribal. Choose VISMART & vote peacefully Kamukunji! 

!
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A44/CB(K!"H!FA;DFDCQ(!4*EG5/O/"G(*C!/:AODAG(*C!?/EDOGE!
!
;&''<=-$=H!!
!
B-S!%2&!T&''<=&'!2<+&!<$!-T3<9%^!(V!'#Y!.2<%!-T3<9%^!!

" b,)!0.N!,>,82!&(=/E/;K9(;)!+,(8;?!=.8,!(*./-!&(=/E/;K9!(;?!9-)!@8.*+,=)!(;?!-.!
).+>,!-:,=!

" L,19;9-,+2!2,)5!-:,!@.+9-90(+!-,=@,8(-/8,!?9?!;.-!89),!/@!-.!(;!,Q-,;-!
" b,)![!0.N!,>,;!-:,!@,8).;!,+,0-,?!:(?!-:,!V/(+9-9,)!9;!-:,!"3"!
" b,)5!-:,!"3")!:(?!(;!9=@(0-!)9;0,!9-!@8.>9?,?!</9?(;0,5!.1!-:,!0./8-!@8.0,,?9;<)5!

-:,!>(+/,)!V/(+9-9,)!.1!(<..?!+,(?,8!,=@:()9)5!(;?!9=@(0-1/+!,=@:()9)!.;!@,(0,5!
?,>,+.@=,;-!S!+,(?,8):9@!

" b,)W!*,0(/),!@,.@+,!.1!-:,!&(=/E/;K9!=(9;-(9;,?!@,(0,!(;?!(00,@-,?!-:,!8,)/+-)!
:,(8-,?+2!

" b,)!-:,!=,))(<,)!:(?!(;!9=@(0-A!C:,!@,.@+,!',8,!?.9;<!-:,!@8.0,))!@,(0,1/++2A!
" b,)!-:,!2./-:!(;?!=,=*,8)!(8,!;.'!:(>,!+,(8;-!=.8,!
" C:,!=,))(<,)!',8,!>,82!,11,0-9>,5!-:,!9=@(0-!.1!-:,!=,))(<,)!:,+@,?!9;!-:,98!

?,09)9.;!=(E9;<!':,;!>.-9;<!
!
0&,&!%2&!T&''<=&'!2&83V@8!%#!3&#38&^!!

" b,)!D,0.N!,>,82.;,!,Q@8,)),?!:9)j:,8!),+1!(;?!):(8,!@8.*+,=!(;?!:.'!./8!(8,(!3T!
'9++!).+>,!./8!@8.*+,=)!

" R,82!=/0:!9;!-,8=)!.1!09>90!,?/0(-9.;!
" b,)!-:,2!',8,!:,+@1/+!-.!@,.@+,!*2!):(@9;<!-:,98!.@9;9.;)!
" b,)5!@,.@+,!',8,!>,82!:(@@2!)9;0,!-:,2!1,+-!)(-9)19,?!?/,!-.!-:,!?98,0-9.;!.1!-:,!?(-,!

.1!-:,!*2%,+,0-9.;)5!V/(+9-9,)!.1!(!<..?!+,(?,85!=(--,8)!-.!?.!'9-:!?,>,+.@=,;-5!,-0A!
" C:,!=,))(<,)!:,+@,?!-:,!@,.@+,!-:8./<:!@())9;<!.1!-:,!9;1.8=(-9.;!!!
" b,)!-:,2!',8,!
" b,)!
" b,)!9-!'()5!1.8!9;)-(;0,!-:,!=,))(<,!-:(-!9;)-8/0-,?!-:,=!-.!*,!@,(0,1/+!(1-,8!-:,!

,+,0-9.;!
!
J#.!9#@8S!%2&!T&''<=&'!2<+&!U&&$!T#,&!2&83V@8^!!

" F1!',!:(?!=.8,!-9=,!-.!,?/0(-,!).09,-2!(*./-!"3"!(;?!:(>,!),=9;(8!9;!,(0:!(8,(!-.!
,?/0(-,!-:,=!=.8,!

" F!-:9;E!-:(-!':(-!',!(8,!)/@@.),?!-.!?.!9)!-.!(??!).=,!=.8,!@,.@+,!-.!./8!?(-(!
" H./+?!:(>,!*,,;!=.8,!:,+@1/+!91!-:,2!0./+?!:(>,!8,(0:,?!,>,82*.?2!9;!&(=/E/;K9A!

P8!(-!+,()-!k!.1!&(=/E/;K9!>.-,8)!!
" F-!0./+?!:(>,!*,,;!=.8,!:,+@1/+!91!"9)9!;9!$=(;9!&,;2(!0./+?!:(>,!(;!9=@(0-1/+!(;?!

,11,0-9>,!=,(;)!.1!),;)9-9N9;<!+9E,W!8,</+(8!8(?9.!(;?!->!@8,),;-(-9.;)j):.'5!8,</+(8!
09>90!-8(9;9;<)5!),>,8(+!@8.>9)9.;!.1!@,(0,!-%):98-)5!@,(0,!(<,;-)!9;!-:,!,+,0-9.;!
@8.0,))5!,-0A!!

" F1!-:,8,!'()!(!8.(?):.'5!).!()!-.!<9>,!@,.@+,!=.8,!9;1.8=(-9.;!(;?!*,!,=@.',8,?!
" C:,!=,))(<,)!',8,!:,+@1/+!*,0(/),!@,.@+,!?9?;U-!>.-,!'9-:!-89*(+9)=!
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" H.=,!(;?!-,(0:!-:,!=,=*,8)!(;?!-:,!2./-:!':.!(8,!9;!-:,!0.==/;9-2!':.!(8,!
;,,?2!;!=.8,!),=9;(8)!

" F1!,>,82!@,8).;!9;!&(=/E/;K9!0./+?!8,0,9>,!-:,!=,))(<,!*,0(/),!9-!'()!).!@.)9-9>,!
!

0&,&!T&''<=&'!'2<,&S^!(V!'#Y!2#.^!!
" b,)5!0.N!':,;!).=,.;,!<,-!-:(-!"3"!:,j):,!):(8,!'9-:!189,;?!1.8!</9?(;0,!(;?!-.!

):(8,!V/,)-9.;!(;?!:.'!-.!(;)',8!9-!
" b,)!-:,2!',8,A!P;,!<,-)!9-!-,;?)!-.!):.'!-:,!.-:,8)!()!-.!:.'!:,!.8!):,!9)!/@?(-,?!
" b,)A!O.8!=,!F!:(@@,;,?!-.!*,!),(-,?!;,Q-!-.!(!'.=(;5!':.=!(1-,8!8,0,9>9;<!-:,!

=,))(<,!1.8'(8?,?!9-!-.!19>,!?911,8,;-!@,8).;)!
" b,)5!@,.@+,!',8,!-(+E9;<!(*./-!-:,!8,0,9>,?!=,))(<,)!9A,A!-:,!@.)-@.;,=,;-!.1!-:,!

&=(/E/;K9!*2%,+,0-9.;)5!-:,!89<:-!0(;?9?(-,!-.!*,!>.-,?!1.8!?/,!-.!-:,!0.;)-9-/-9.;(+!
+,(?,8):9@!V/(+9-9,)!(;?!?,>,+.@=,;-!

" C:,!=,))(<,!'()!',++!):(8,?!*,0(/),!=.)-!.1!-:,!-(8<,-!@,.@+,!0(=,!-.!>.-,!
" b,)!-:,2!',8,!):(8,?A!T,.@+,!',8,!,;0./8(<9;<!.-:,8)!-.!>.-,!1.8!>9)9.;(82!+,(?,8!S!

;.-!-:.),!':.!<9>,!-:,=!=.;,2!
" F1!).=,*.?2!()E!V/,)-9.;!(*./-!(!<..?!+,(?,8!2./8!(8,!-:,8,!-.!(;)',8!:.'!:,j):,!

):./+?!*,!
" ".=,!):(8,?!-:,!-,Q-!1.8=!-:8./<:!@:.;,!(;?!).09(+!;,-'.8E!)/0:!()!OAD!

lO(0,*..Em!
!
;#$-%#,-$=!!
#PCGW!".=,!9;?9>9?/(+)!(-!-:,!19;(+!,>(+/(-9.;!=,,-9;<!',8,!/;(*+,!-.!=(E,!-:,!@8,%
,+,0-9.;!=,,-9;<!(;?!',8,!;.-!"#$%&!=.;9-.8)5!*/-!9-!),,=)!-:,2!=9)/;?,8)-..?!-:,!
V/,)-9.;!-.!)-9++!*,!(*./-!"3"!
!
B-S!7#@!V&&8!%2<%!%2&!T#$-%#,-$=!2<S!<$!-T3<9%^!027!#,!.27!$#%^!!

" b,)!0.N!,>,82.;,!/;?,8)-..?!=.8,!*,--,8!S!1()-!!
" F;!*+.0E!+,--,8!2,)A!$+-:./<:!F!'()!=.;9-.89;<!'9-:./-!*,9;<!-/<<,?!I-(<<,?J5!9;!

1,/-/8,!F!'./+?!)/<<,)-!',!*,!9?,;-9190(-9.;!-/<<)!I-(<)J!-.!(>.90,!9;0.;>,;9,;0,!
" b,)!9-!9)!9=@.8-(;-!(;?!9=@(0-1/+!)9;0,!+,(?,8):9@!.8!?,>,+.@=,;-!0(;U-!*,!@8(0-90,?!

.8!,Q,809),?!9;!(!*(--+,19,+?!!
" C:,8,!'()!+,))!9=@(0-!*,0(/),!;.!(0-9.;!'()!-(E,;!.;!-:.),!':.!*8.E,!-:,!+('A!!
" b,)!9-!:(?!(;!9=@(0-!*,0(/),!9-!8,=9;?,?!@,.@+,!-.!0(8829;<!-:,2!>.-,8)!0(8?!(;?!

9?,;-9-2!0(8?!(;?!-:.),!':.!?9?;U-!:(>,!-:,=!':,;!-:,2!',8,!-.+?!-:,2!',8,!;.-!
,+9<9*+,!-.!>.-,!-:,2!/;?,8)-..?A!!

" F=@(0-!)-(8-,?!-:,!>,82!?(2!',!)-(8-,?!"3"!l-:9)!),,=)!-.!8,1,8,;0,!-:,!<,;,8(+!
@8.<8(=5!;.-!=.;9-.89;<m!

" F-!?9?!;.-!:(?!>,82!<..?!9=@(0-!*,0(/),!).=,!=.;9-.8)!',8,!;.-!8,0.<;9N,?!*2!-:,!
<.>,8;=,;-!).!-:,!=.;9-.89;<!'()!1.8=!.1!.*),8>(-9.;!

!
B-S!7#@!V&&8!9#TV#,%<U8&!T#$-%#,-$=^!027!#,!.27!$#%^!!

" b,)5!<.9;<!(8./;?!-(+E9;<!-.!@@+,!'(;-,?!-.!E;.'!=.8,!(*./-!/)!l-:9)!9)!@8.*(*+2!
8,1,8,;09;<!./-8,(0:5!;.-!=.;9-.89;<m!
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" F-!'()!(>,8(<,A!D,0(/),!=.-9>(-9.;!'()!;.-!:9<:!
" b,)!0.N!@,.@+,!/;?,8)-(;?)!=.8,!;,--,8!.1!':(-!',!',8,!=.;9-.89;<!(;?!-:(-!

=(E,)!./8!'.8E!,()9,8!
" b,)!*/-!'9-:./-!(!-/<<!l-(<m!9-!'()!(!*.(89;<!*,0./N,!-.!).=,!,Q-,;-!2./!0./+?!;.-!

(00,))!-.!).=,!@+(0,)!
" #.!0.N!F!?9?;U-!E;.'!-:,!8,(0-9.;!.1!-:,!0.;0,8;,?!91!-:,2!;.-90,?!F!',8,!=.;9-.89;<!

(;?!),;?9;<!-.!).=,.;,!
" b,)5!9-!9)!0.=1.8-(*+,!=.;9-.89;<!)9;0,!2./!<,-!*+,))9;<)!18.=!n.?!)9;0,!n.?!+.>,)!

@,(0,!(;?!@,(0,!9)!>,82!,)),;-9(+!-.!?,>,+.@=,;-!(;?!<..?!+,(?,8):9@5!(;?!F!(+).!
1,,+!<..?!':,;!),,9;<!@,.@+,!.1!?911,8,;-!?9>,8)9-9,)!:(>9;<!:(8=.;2j+.>,!(=.;<)-!
-:,=!

" b,)5!*,0(/),!-:,!>.-9;<!@8.0,))!',;-!.;!)=..-:+2!S!@,(0,1/+!
!
0<'!%2-'!T#$-%#,-$=!%2&!'<T&!#,!S-VV&,&$%!%#!3,&+-#@'!T#$-%#,-$=!7#@_+&!S#$&^!!
J#.^!!

" F-)!?911,8,;-!0.N!',!',;-!?98,0-!-.!-:,!).09,-2!(;?!-(/<:-!-:,=!(*./-!"3"!(;?!-.!
/;?,8)-(;?!=.8,!(*./-!-:,8,!(8,()!(;?!@8.*+,=!(;?!:.'!-.!).+>,!-:,=!

" b,)!-:.),!@8,>9./)!.;,)!-.!-:,!@.++9;<!)-(-9.;)!/),?!-.!*,!.>,8!08.'?,?!(;?!'9-:!
-:9)!.;,!:(?!+9=9-,?!(<,;-)!

" b,)!*,0(/),!1.8=(++2!F!?9?;U-!:(>,!).=,.;,!-.!8,@.8-!-.A!D/-!-:9)!-9=,!',!:(?!
" b,)!*,0(/),!-:,!=,))(<,)!',8,!8:2=9;<!'9-:!-:,!)9-/(-9.;)!(;?!',8,!>,82!8,+,>(;-!

S!(@@8.@89(-,!-.!-:,!@,.@+,!/;+9E,!.-:,8!=.;9-.89;<!(0-9>9-9,)!
" C:9)!.;,!'()!?911,8,;-!*,0(/),!-:,98!8,)@.;),!'()!1()-,8!(;?!:,;0,!9;1.8=(-9.;!'()!

,()9+2!@()),?!
" b,)5!*,0(/),!,>,82-:9;<!'()!-8(;)@(8,;-!
" F-!:(?!;.!0:(++,;<,!*/-!',!-89,?!
" F-!'()!;.-!)(=,!0.N!0(-,89;<!l@(2=,;-m!'()!+.'!

!
J#.!9#@8S!%2&!T#$-%#,-$=!2<+&!U&&$!U&%%&,^!!

" F1!',!:(?!=.8,!-9=,!-.!=.;9-.8!(;?!:(>,!=.8,!=(-,89(+)!!
" D2!:(>9;<!*,,;!8,0.<;9N,?!*2!-:,!G+,0-.8(+!H.==9))9.;!
" F-!0./+?!:(>,!*,,;!*,--,8!91!(1-,8!8,@.8-9;<!(;!9;09?,;-!-:,!FFGH!'./+?!-(E,!

9==,?9(-,!(0-9.;!
" F-!0./+?!:(>,!*,,;!*,--,8!91!-:9)!@,(0,!@8.K,0-!0./+?!:(>,!*,,;!<,;,8./)+2!1/;?,?!).!

()!-.!/;?,8-(E,!,11,0-9>,!(;?!9=@(0-1/+!=.?,)!.1!),;)9-9N(-9.;)!
" F-!'()!*,--,8!
" F1!',!:(?!18,,?.=!-.!=.>,!(8./;?!,(0:!(;?!,>,82!@.++9;<!)-(-9.;!9;!,(0:!

)/88./;?9;<!
" M:,;!-:,!8,0.<;9-9.;!9)!:9<:!(;?!=.-9>(-9.;!9)!(+).!:9<:!

!
;#+-$=!V#,.<,S!!
!
B#!7#@!.<$%!%#!S#!T#,&!.-%2!E-'-!$-!AT<$-^!(V!'#Y!.2<%!.#@8S!U&!%2&!T#'%!-T3#,%<$%!
%2-$='!V#,!ECA5F!%#!S#!-$!%2&!V@%@,&^!!
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!

7`!.1!74!

" b,)!0.N!9;!1/-/8,!',!'(;-!-.!*,!?.9;<!)(>,8,!IoJ!9;!,>,82!(8,(!9;!#(98.*9!(;?!(++!.>,8!
&,;2(!

" b,)j!C.!=,!F!'./+?!)(2!9-!'./+?!*,!*,--,8!-.!)-(8-!(;!,(8+2!09>90!,?/0(-9.;!1.8!
@8,@(8,?;,))!

" b,)A!C.!(+).!8.(?):.')!(;?!@8.?/0,!@.)-,8)!
" F-!0./+?!:(>,!*,--,8!9;!1/-/8,!9A,A!n,;,8(+!G+,0-9.;!B]7B!-.!*,!'.8E9;<!9;!>(89./)!

@(8-)!.1!-:,!0./;-82!).!()!-.!=.;9-.8!(;?!,;)/8,!@,(0,!9)!=(9;-(9;,?!(;?!,=*8(0,?!
*2!-:,!&,;2(;!H9-9N,;)!).!-:(-!',!',+0.=,!89<:-!(;?!*,;,1909(+!+,(?,8):9@!(;?!
?,>,+.@=,;-!9;!&,;2(!

" F1!',!0./+?!:(>,!*,,;!<9>,;!-:,!.@@.8-/;9-2!.1!*,,;!-:,!(<,;-)!.1!@,(0,!?/89;<!-:,!
*2%,+,0-9.;!

" b,)5!-:,!=.)-!9=@.8-(;-!-:9;<!9)!"#$%&!-.!9;>.+>,!/)!1/++2!9;!-:,!@+(;;9;<!.1!-:,!
(0-9>9-9,)!(;?!,>,;!-.!=.-9>(-,!/)!*,--,8!

" H8,(-,!K.*)!)@(0,!-.!/)!
" M,!:(>,!?.;,!=.8,!(+8,(?2!*,0(/),!',!(8,!',++!E;.';!9;!./8!0.==/;9-2!(;?!*2!

?.9;<!=.8,!09>90!,?/0(-9.;!(;?!,>,;-)!'9++!=(E,!"#$%&!-.!=.>,!1.8'(8?!
!
02<%!9#@8S!U&!S#$&!%#!-T3,#+&!ECA5F!3,#=,<TT-$=!V#,!%2&![L`[!&8&9%-#$'^!!

" C.!:(>,!09>90!,?/0(-9.;!9;!(++!(8,()!!
" F-!0./+?!*,!*,--,8!-.!,;8.++!-:,!@8.K,0-!-.!-:,!8,)-!.1!-:,!0./;-82!-.!,;+9<:-,;!-:,!8,)-!

.1!-:,!,+,0-.8(-,)A!!
" D2!?9>,8)9129;<5!8.(?!):.')!(;?!@.)-,8)!!
" "#$%&!):./+?!),,E!1.8!=.8,!1/;?)!-.!/;?,8-(E,!>(89./)!),;)9-9N(-9.;!(0-9>9-9,)!,A<A!

-8(9;9;<)5!=.;9-.89;<5!@8.>9)9.;!.1!@,(0,!-%):98-)5!CR!):.')5!8(?9.!@8.<8(=)5!
;,')@(@,8!),;)9-9N(-9.;)5!8,08/9-=,;-!.1!=.8,!@,.@+,!(;?!.-:,8!,11,0-9>,!
),;)9-9N(-9.;!=,-:.?)!

" b,)!>,82!=/0:p!-:(-!',!-8(9;,?!-.!*,!<9>,;!-:,!0:(;0,!*,9;<!=.;9-.8)!-.!.-:,8!@(8-)!
.1!-:,!0./;-82!?/89;<!-:,!<,;,8(+!,+,0-9.;p!=.8,!-8(9;9;<!*,!?.;,!).!()!-.!,V/9@!/)!
'9-:!E;.'+,?<,!-.!-8(9;!(;?!@())!9;1.8=(-9.;!-.!.-:,8)!

" "#$%&!-.!@+(;!,(8+2!!
" n.!.;!'9-:!0.==/;9-2!@8.<8(=)!),;?9;<!=.8,!(;?!=(;2!-,Q-!=,))(<,)!!
" C:8./<:!'9,+?!Io!g(;?'89-9;<!/;0+,(8J!09>90!,?/0(-9.;!'9-:9;!-:,!0.==/;9-2p!,>,;-!

-:(-!'9++!),;)9-9N,!@,(0,p!=,?9(!9;>.+>,=,;-!-.!8,(0:!./-!).!=(;2!@,.@+,p!).09(+!
;,-'.8E!)/0:!()!OADA!;,,?!-.!*,!/@?(-,?!,>,82!-9=,!!
!
!

((/"!0#,1'2#3!aV#,!%2#'&!.2#!<%%&$S&Sb!!
!
0<'!%2&!.#,1'2#3!.-%2!((/"!2&83V@8^!(V!7&'Y!2#.^!(V!$#Y!.27!$#%^!!!

" b,)![!',8,!(*+,!-.!/;?,8)-(;?!-:,!(??9-9.;(+!FFGH!0.;?9-9.;)!?/89;<!,+,0-9.;)!
" b,)!9-!:,+@,?!/)!*2!,;+9<:-,;9;<!).!()!',!0./+?!8,(0:!-:,!@,.@+,!9;!./8!

0.;)-9-/,;09,)!!
" b,)!9-!'()!>,82!:,+@1/+!*,0(/),!9-!,?/0(-,?!/)!(;?!:,+@,?!/)!-.!0(882!./-!09>90!

,?/0(-9.;!
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74!.1!74!

" 3.8,!1.8/=)!-.!*,!?.;,!-.!9=@8.>,!./8!)E9++)p!-:,!"#$%&!-.!9;>.+>,!(+).!-:,!#nP)5!
<.>,8;=,;-!(;?!(+).!.-:,8!@,.@+,!9;!-:,!).09,-2!

!
J#.!9#@8S!-%!2<+&!U&&$!T#,&!2&83V@8^!!

" D2!:(>9;<!=.8,!-9=,!(++.0(-,?!*,0(/),!9-!'./+?!:(>,!0.>,8,?!=.8,!-.@90)!(;?!=.8,!
9;@/-!18.=!-:,!>.+/;-,,8)!

" F1!=.8,!@,.@+,!',8,!9;>9-,?!(;?!<9>,;!9;1.8=(-9.;!):(8,?!*2!(++!@,.@+,!
" F-!'()!:,+@1/+!-.-(++2!()!9-!'()!0.;?/0-,?!

!
0&,&!%2&,&!<SS-%-#$<8!%#3-9'!7#@!.-'2!9#@8S!U&!9#+&,&S^!!

" b,)5!,)@,09(++2!0.;0,8;9;<!8,=,?9,)!(1-,8!,+,0-9.;!089=,)!',8,!0.==9--,?!!
" b,)!-:,!-.@90)!.;!:.'!-.!>.-,p!@,.@+,!*,9;<!,?/0(-,?!.;!-:,!9=@.8-(;0,!.1!>.-9;<!!
" FFGH!'()!',++!.8<(;9N,?!9;!*2%,+,0-9.;!1.8!-:,98!?,*(-,!.8!-.@90!-:(-!-:,2!.11,8,?!-.!

/)!!
!
!
!
!


